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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-develaPed curriculum materials iwthis course

packagg wv.re selected by the National Center for Research'in

Vocational.Education!Military Curriculum.Preject for dissemr

ination to the six regional Curriculum Goordination Centers and

other instructional materials agencies% The purPose'of

disseminating4hese courses was to make curriculum materials

developed by the military more accessible to.vocational ,

educators in the civilian setting:

The.course materials were acquired, evaluated by project

staff and pr-ctitioners in the field, and prepaiedfor

dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary

vmre deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-

val for their use was obtained. These coursepackages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adagted to support

vocational instrUction and curriculum development.9,.
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; Course Description .0

This is fourth of four courses on heating and ventilating. The previous courses discussed blueprints, tools, piping, electricity,' insulation, prineiples

of heating, heating units, warm-air heating, and hot-water heating. This coursedisctisseS the installation, operation, and maintenance of several water

feeder systerns, with emphasis on the use of chemicals in testing and purifying water. The text also offers instruction on the steam-driven pump systems,

the centrifugal pump, injector feeder systems, and Water conditioners. External and internal steam distribution systems, with their fittings and accessories,

are presented in detail. This subcourse consists-of the following-four lessons:

Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Feed-Water, Condensate, and Pump Systems contains discussions on water feeder, gravity condensate and pump systems.

There is information on water feeder systems, gravity condensate,return systems, the steam-driven pump system, the

centrifugal rotary pumpt the injector feeder system, and water conditioners.

Treatment of Boiler Water covers the characteristics of water, the Purpose'and types of water treatment, and the control of

water treatment.

Steam Plants contains information regarding the requirements, types, installation, operation, and maintenance of steam boilers.

the fittings and accessories for boilers; boiler requirements; and boiler and pipe identification markings.

Steam Distribution provides information about external and internal

operation, and maintenance of these systems and,their components.

am distribution systemNid describes installation,

a

The student workbook contains lesson objectives, text assignments, lesgon reliiew exercises, the answers to the exe'rcises, and a discussion of those answers.

The text contains the reading assignments. A subcourse examiWation is also provided, but no answers are available. The course was designed for.student

self-study and evaluation and can be tssed for independent remedial Work or advanced study.
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INfRODUCTION

.

This is the last of the faur subcourses on
Heating and Ventilating in the MOS 514
career field. It .discusses the installation, op-
eration, and maintenance of several' water
feeder 4stems, with emphasis on the use Qf
chemicals in testing and purifying water. The
text also offers instruction on the steam-
driven pump systems, the centrifugal pump,
the injectar feeder systems, and water condi-
tioners. External and internal steam distribu-
tion systems, with their fittingi and acces-
sories, are presented in detail)

This subcourse consists of four lessons and
Aan examination as follows:

Lesson 1. Feed-Water, Tondensate, and
Pump Systems.

2. Tre4tment of Boiler Water.
3. Steuin P1ants4
4. Steam DistiibutiOn.

Examination.
Twelve credit hours ire allowed for this

subcourse. You will not be. limfted as to the

8

number of hours that you spend on the sub-
'course, any lesson, or the examination. For
statistical fiurposes, you are required to enter
in the proper space on each answer sheet the
number of hours tispent in studying the text
and solvin, the exercises.

Text furnislped: Memorandum 567. The
text need not t returned.

To facilitate removal, answer shee'th are
bound in reverse order at ,the end of this
booklet. Make sure that the number on the
answer sheet in the 'same as the lesson that
you are Working on.

Each exercise has. four choices with only
hile BEST answer.. Select the choice kat you
believe is best. Then turn to the answeY sheet
and mark an X through the letter repre-,
senting that choice.

The examination will be sent to you when
you have successfulkk completed all the les-
sons.

4-S
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.LESSON

FEED-WATER, CONDiNSATE, AND PUMP SYSTEMS

, CREDIT HOURS 3,

TEXT ASSIGNMENT. Chapter 1, Memorandum 567.

-LESSON OBJECTIVE _ _ To teach you the use of several water feeder
systems, 'the functioning of the centrifugal
rotary pump, and the effective use of stan-
dard water conditioners.

EXERCISES

Requirement. Solve the following multiple-
choice exercises.

`Q 1. How many inches must the
water, be above the top row of tubes
when. a ftre:tube boiler is ready to light
off?

a. 1 c. 3

b. 2 d. 4

2. Which of the following boilers
must be provided -with at least 'two
ways of feeding water?

a. those that hate 300 square feet of
heating surface

b. those that have 500 square feet of
heating surface

c. those operating below 15 psig

. d. low pressure units

3. Makeub water is needed for an
operating boiler because of

a. incoming-water pressure

b. change 4in boiler temperature

e. too much condensate

d. insufficient condensate

4. You are using an automatic
water-level control in 'connection with
an electric-driven feed-water pump.
When the float rises sufficiently, the
pump

a.

b.

e.

d.

starts
donbles its speed

runs slowly

shuts off

5. The standard automatic feed-
water control is

a. an injector

b. a valve

C. a float

d. a trap

6. Which of the following returns
the condensate to the boiler by means
of gravity?
a.

b.

C.

d.

automatic feed
centrifugal pump
Hartford Ioop
manual feeder

1-1



7. You are operating a duplex
steam reciprocating pump that has a
normal speed of 40 strokes per minute.
The speed suddenly increalses to 80
strokes per minute. What is the most
probable cause?

a. loss of water pressure

b. feed water is too hot

c. _steam pressure doubled

d. feed water is too cold

8. Leaks around the packing
glands of a steam pump cause

a.

b.

c.

d.

pump to increase its speed

loss of condensate

pump to stop

increase of condensate

9. The regulating valve of a ther-
mohydraulic feed-water regulator is
opened by

a. steam pressure in closed system

b. electrical contacts

c. float-operated switch

d. expansion of thermostat

10. 'A turbihe-type centrifugal pump
is suitable as a feed-water pump be-
cause of its

a. high-discharge pressure

b. low-dischar5e pressure

c. high-temperature balance

d. high-suction force

, 11. The stop valves on the suction
and discharge sides of a boileri with an
electric motor permit repair or replace-
ment of the pump without interrupting
operation of the

a. boiler

b. ,motor

2

c. impeller

d. coridensate receiver

12. Before starting a new pump or
one that has been idle for a long period
of time, you should turn the pump shaft
by hand in order to verify that the

a. impeller is locked

b. impeller is free

c. valves are closed

d. air discharge tube is clear

13. A check valve is installed be-
tween the boiler and the pump diseharge
in order to prevent hot water or 'steam
from traveling from the

a. pump to packing glands

b. strainer to the punip
c. boiler to the pump

A

.d. pump. to the injector

14. An injector Is correctly installed
on a boiler with enough waterand steam
pressure available, but the injector will
not feed water. What is the most likely
trouble?

a.

b.

C.

d.

injector is not primed

mineral coatings in injector

injector holes are plugged

water is very hot .

15. For the irijector to operate, the
water should have a maximum tem-
perature of -

a. 100° F

b. *110° F

c. 115° F

d. 120° F

16. Why is feed water preheated?

a. eliminates oxygen from water

b. changes boiler water chemically

e. increases efficiency of boiler opera-
tion

d. reduces tvmperature of makeup
water

'
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17. You u exhaust steam to heat
a feed-water heater and thereby raise
the feed-watei temperature from 60° F
to 160° F. By what percerit have you
increased the efficiency of the boiler
plant ?

a. 6

b. 10

c. 12

d, 15

18. 'If steam is generated when a
downward-flow economizer-type heater
is used, the cause is

a. improper circulation through the
unit

b. the water is too cold

c. the tubes are incorrectly pitched

d. soot has a:ccuMulated in tubes

19. Which of the following would
you use to precipitate the hardness salts
of calcium and magnesium from the
water?

a. sodium zeolite

b. hydrogen zeolite

c. soda ash

d. lime soda

20. What fUnction does a float as-
sembly perform in a tra-y-type deaera-
tor ?

a. decreases ,nozzle pressure

b.: opens spray valves

c. increases steam condensation

d. controls water level
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CREDIT HOURS

TEXT ASSIGNMENT

LESSON OBJECTIVE

LESSON 2 -

TREATMENT OF BOILER WATER

2

Chapter 2, Memorandum 567.

To teach you the methods of water treatment,
the maintenance of water bbilers, and the
use of chemicals in testing and purifying
water supply.

EXERCISES

Requirement. Solve the following multiple-
choice exercises.

1. What does 'the symbol CO2
stand for?
a. 1 part calcium and 2 parts oxygen

part coal and 2 parts oil

c. carbon dioxide

d. carbonic oxygen

2. A high-pressure steam steel
boiler is rated at how many horse-
power ?

a. 85-90

b. 90

c. 95-100

a. 100 or more

3. How many pounds of disodium
phosphate do you use in boiling out a
boiler that holds 10,000 pounds of
water?

a. 3 c. 30

b. 15 d. 45

4. The chemically treated water
that idused to cleanse a scaled and cor-

roded boiler is raised- to 200° F. For
how many hours is this temptrature
maintained? -

a. 5 to 10
b. 15 to 20

c. 20 to 30

d. 24 to 48

5. You are using the dry method
of storing a 3000-gallon boiler. How
many pounds of quicklime do you use?

a. 2 c. 5

b. 3 d. 6

6. You are using the wet method
to store a boiler that dontains 5000
pounds,of water. How many pounds of
sodium sulfite should you use?
a. 5 c. 25

b. 6.25 d. 50

7. You are checking condensate
return lines of a Water boiler and you
notice that CO2 is causing corrosion.
You can partially neutralize this by
treating the condensate with
a. bicarbonate c. amines

b. carbon d. quicklime

2 1
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8. The makeup rate of feed water
for a central heating plant is equal to
what percent of the steam produced ?

a- 5 to 10 c. 10 to 15

b. 5 to 15 d. 15 to 20

9. Slowdown is given to a boiler
primarily to
a. control solids in boiler water

b. increase heat transmission

c. increase oxygen in the water

d. prevent scales on boiler piping

10. You find a high concentration
of calcium salt in the makeupwater
enteringLa. water boiler. Which of the
follo.wing would you add to this water
in order tO control the formation of
calcium scale in the boiler ?

a. antifoam
b. phosphate

11. You are conducting a pH test of
boiler water and find that this water has
a pH of 4.5. Which of the following
would You add to the water to control'
the acid content?

c. sodium sulfite

d. caustic Ada

. a
b.

C.

d.

sodium sulfate
calcium salts
sodium phosphate -
caustic soda

12. How many pounds of sodium
sulfite would you codibine with 5 pounds
of oxygen tb form sodium sulfate ?

a. 10

b. 20

'c. 30

d. 40

13. An antif oam compound de-
creases the foaming in a boiler by chang-
ing the

b.

C.

d.

2 2

feed-water makeup rate
rate of condensation
surface tension of the water
pH reading

14. Which of. the following would
yon select 'as the best place to mix
chemicals for use in a boiler ?

floor level c. high table

b. low bench d. dirt hole

15. You must feed chemicals to five n
boilers. You would arrange the piping
and feeders so that the chemicals are
added
a. to all boilers at same time , ,

° . b. to two boilers from same ohemical
feeder

c. to three boilers at same time, and
two individually

d. directly tO each boiler

16. Haw often would you check the.
water in a 30-hoisepower boiler?
a. daily o. weekly

b. semi-weekly d. monthly

17. Howaoften would you check the
water in a 15-horsepovfer boiler?

a. daily c. weekly

b. twice a week d. monthly

18. If you used 19 milliliters of
causticity reagent No. 2 dnring, a caus-
ticity test, how many ppm of causticity
would you find in the sample?

a. 220 c. 437

b. 365 d. 450
7

, 19. You use 1% tesepOon of decol-
orizing carbon in making a boiler 'water
test. What test are you making?
a. causticity c. sodium sulfite

s b. tannin d. phosphate -

20. You are- using a conductivitY
solo-hridge in making the total dissolved
solids test. YOu get a reading of 2000
micromhos. How many ppm of total
dissolved ,solids do you have?

a. 500 . c. 1800

b. 1000 d. 2000
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LESSON 3,

STEAM PLANTS

CREPIT HOURS 2 \
-

.

TEXT ASSIGNMENT Chapter, 3, Memorandum 567.
1,

LESSON OBJiCTIVE To tea,ch you the construction, installation,
operation, and maintenance of steam boil-
eri, including the functioning of their ac-
cessories. '

EXERCISES

Requirement. Solve the following multiple-
choice exercises.

L The sea-level temberature of
water cannot be increased beyond

-a. 200° F e. 220° F
b. 212° F d., 230° F

, 2. You want to provide 49 psig
from your water boiler: What tempera-
turi would you make the water in order
to provide this pressure?

a. 49° F cA 270° P

b. 119° F d. 296° F

3. Standard practice requires that
a qualified boiler inspector should in-
spect a steam boiler at least once a

a. day

b. week

c. month

d. year

4. All boilers are constructed to
incorporate a furnace or firebOx for

a. storing the fuel

b. burning the fuel

c. holding the gases

d. preventing boiler-surface heat

5. In most cases, baffles are prg-
vided in the boiler to

a.

b.

C.

d.

guide the gases

prevent exit of gases

prevent formation of gases

reduce heat absorption by goiler
water

z

6. The access door of a boiler per-
mits the cleaning of the tubes and the
boiler sides. Which of the following
would you use to seal this door between
boiler cleanings?

a. asbestos rope

b. rivets

f. cement powder

d. bolts

7. How are the sections of low-!
pressure sectional steel biAlers
joined, together?

3
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a. bolted C. welded

b. riveted d. hooked

8. As a rule, the maximum design
pressure requirement for which you
would use a fire-tithe boiler is 4

a. 150 psi c. 200 psi

b. 175 psi r- d. 225 psi

9. What kind of boiler has its com-
bustion chamber incorporated as an in-
tegral part of the boiler?
a. marine

b. -locomotive

C. CrOWIL

d. firebox

10. Which boiler has all four sides
of its firebox surrounded by *ater?
a. ftre tube c. ,tubular

b. locomotive d. Scotch marine

11. In an EMT boiler, the gases are
directed upward to the tubes by means
of a .

fi

a. blourdown line

b. refractory
c. refractory baffle
d. fusible plug

12. Which of the following boilers
is a complete, self-contained unit ?

a. Scotch marine c. , locomotive F-

b. HRT d. bent tube

13. Which of the following do you
consider a disadvantage of the Scotch
marine 'boiler?
a. all tubes are, same size
b. two-13ass arrangement of tubes

c. corrugated sheet-metal firebox

d. large amount of reinforcing is nec-
essary

14. Boners having tubes less than
2 inches in diameter are small tube boil-:
ers. They are commonly called What
type of boiler?

3 2

a. express

b. firebox '4

c. b4 tube

d. water tube

15. The purpose of the steam-drum
baffle in the sectional cross-header type
of water boiler is to

a. maintain a continuous flOVir of water

.sb. help separate the water from the
steam ,

c. mix water and steam proportionally

d. change the feed water tti steam .,

16. Which of the following are dis-
tinguishing features of the sectikonal
header cross-druhi boiler? -

Pl&

a. baffles c. headers

b. limid holes d. tubes

17. You niust check the pressure
gage on a boiler that has its safety valve
pressure set at 100 psi. This test dial
that you use for this check is graduated
to read at last'
a. 50,!,

b. 100.

18. You are ORprating a, boiler with
a cut-in pressure 'of 100 psi and a dif-
ferential pressure cf 10 psi. What is
the psi cut-out pr ure?

a. 90

b. 100

105

4. 110,

19. How many _water-gage lassesi,
would you provide on a boiler that is
operating at 500' psi?
a. 1 c. 3

b. 2 d. 4

20. You have a boiler with 700
square feet of heating surface. What
is the minimum number of safety valves
that you would install ?
a. 1

b. 2

13

c. 3

d. 4

0
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CREDIT HOURS

TEXT ASSIGNMENT'

LESSON OBJECTIVE

,LESSON 4

STE.*km DISTRIBUflON

3

Chapter- 4, Memorandum

To teach you the installation, operation, and
mbirtenance of external and internal dis-
trib6tion systems, and the functioning of
their components.

EXERCISES

Requirement. Solve the following, multiple-

choice exercises.

1. The exterior (steam distribution
system is divided into which two cate
gories?

a.

b.

C.

d.

conduit and ntilidor .

utilidor and overhead .

aboveground and_ utilitlor

underground mid aboveground

2. The underground steam distri-
bution system is divided into- which sof

the following two categories?

a. conduit and utilidor

b. gravity and air vent 44,

c. one-pipe and utilidor

d. one-pipe 'and two-pipe vapor
't

3. The aboveground steam distri-
bution system igf divided intd which of
the following two categories?

a. conduit and utilidor

b. internal and gravity

26

c. vapor and exterior

d. overhead and surface

4. In a surface steam distribution
system, you find that the Pipe at one
,place has been shaped into a large loop.

The most likely reason for this is to'

provide for pipe expansion

keep out waterb.

c. reduce rate of water flow

d. control steam pressure'

5. In the gravity one-pipe, air-vent
system, the return of condensate de-
pends upon the

a. hydrostatic head

b. air valve

c. radiator shut-off valve

d. inlet valve

6. In which distribUtion system
does the condensate and the steam flow
in opposite directions within the same
pipe ?
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a. two-pipe gravity rcvleree

b. two-pipe vapor

c. gravity, one-pipe, air vent

d. one-pipe, external vapor

7. You are installing a gravity, air-

vent, one-pipe distribution system. What
pitch would you give a 40-fo4 line in

`order to obtain proper drainage?

a. Y4 inch

b. % inch

c. 3/4 inch

d. 1 inch

8. You are starting to heat up a
cold heating system. You open the main
steam stop valve only very little in
order to

a. allow a gradual entry of air to sys-
.

tem

b. avoid thermal shock .to /Iles .and
fittings

c. build up condensate in distribution
- lines

-Nt

.1

d. maintain an unchanging boiler-
water level

9. In the one-pipe stAara distribu-
tion system, a partially open racliator
valve will interfere with the

a. pitch of the distribution lines

b. proper drainage of the radiator

e. functioning of water-return trap

d. rate of condensate return to, boiler

10. When a radiator fails to heat or

when water-hammer occurs; which of
the following is a probable cause?.

a.

b.

C.

d.

4

failure of air vent to function

a fluctuating boiler-water line

valve is completely open

valve is completely closed

11. You are installing a return trap
in a two-pipe vapor system. How many
inches alrove the boiler water line do
you set the bottom of this trap?

a. 14 / .

b. 16

12. What component of a iwo-piN
vapor system would you find it the
bottom of the opposite end of the radia-
tor?

a. air vent

b. radiator valire

e. thermostatic trap.

(I,. flow-control valve

13. If you operate a boiler at an
altitude at which water toils at 190° F,
the liquid in the" bellows of its iutoinatie
radiator air Vent would toil at,

a. 180° F

. b. 190° F

. e. 200°F
v, 4, 212°, F

14. You are inspecting u float trap
tpat does not operate. YoU shake the
trap and hear sloshing of water in the
float, which does not rise. You would

U. drain the trap

b. enlarge the seat

C. replace the trap

d. replace the float

15. What steam trip operates on

the principle that a portion of hot water
under pressure will flash into steam
when its pressure is reduced?

a. throttling

b. thermodynamic

c. bucket

d. impul.se
.

16. The impulse ttap /of a steam
distribution system has an inlet pres-



sure of 100 psi. Th pi pressure on the
discharge .side sho d not be more than

a 10
b. 15

c. 20 '1

d. 25

17. Which of the following steam
traps contains only one moving part ?

a. thermostatic
c>

b. therthodynamic

c. bimetallic-element

d. impulse

18. How many times its volume does
water expand when it thangei tosteam?

a. 1500

b. 1628

C. 1728

d. 18.10

19. Which of the following metals

are commonly used in making the bi-

metallic strip in a bimetallic trapt

a. invar and copper

b. invar and steel

c. steel and niagnesium

d. steel and

20. The temperature of the steam
to which a slip-type expansion joint may
be stibjected is determined by the

a. temperature valve

b. water pressure in line

C. type of anchor on the joint

d.. kind of packing
,
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF
U. S. ARMY ENGINEER SCHOOL

SUBCOU*SE 567 Heating and Ventilating 1V.

LESSON 1 Feed-Water, Condensate, and Pump Systems.

SOLUTIONS

, Each exercise has a weight of 5. All referencL are to Memorandunv567.,
. ,.

1. b (pa.ra 1-1) \
11. a (para 4-10)

2. b (para 1-4)
t 12. b (para 4-11)

3. d (para 1-3) 13. c (para 4-11)

4: d (pa.ra 1-4) ,.. . 14. d (para ,5:1)

5. c (para 1-4) %
15. d (para 5-5)

6. c.- (para 2-2)
, .

. 16, . c (pai.a 6-1)

7. b (para 3-3) 17. b (para 6-2)

$. b (para 3-7) 18. a (para 6-5)

9. a (para 3-12) 19. d (para 7-9)

10: a (pia 4-7) 20. d (para 7-15)

For further explanation, see Discussion.

80.

All con rned will be, careful that neither this solution nor information concerning the
same comes into the possession of students or prospective students who have not completed
the work to which it pertains.
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DISCUSSION

txercise:
1. The watei level for fire-inbe boilers muse be maintained at least 2 (b) inches above

the top row of tubes.

2. Boilers having 500 or more square feet of heating surface (b), as well as all high-

pressure boilers (those Operating above 15 psig), must have at least two different ways of pKo-

viding feed water.

3. enerally, the iondensate is not.of kufficient quantity (d) to make up for alt the water

that a boiler requires. Tkie fresh water that is added to the boiler water is usually Called make-

up wathr.

4. The feed water is pumped into the boiler, raising the boiler water tope correct leirel.

When -thist happens, the rising float causes the electrical contacts to open and shut off (d) the

pump.

5. Modern feed-water installations have autontatic controls. The standard automatic

feed-water control is a float (c).

6. To make possible the return of condensate by gravity, the pressure in the return sys-

tem must be equal to that in the boiler. One method of balancing these return water and steam

pressures is the Hartford loop (c), illustrated in figure 3.

7. When the feed water is too hot (b) (212° F or higher), the pump will not operate

properly and will exceed its 'normal speed, which is 5 to 50 strokes per minute.

8. Leaks around the packing glands of a steam pump cause the loss of condensate (b)

and create the hazard of burning the operator. These leaks can be stopped in most instances by

tightening the packing-gland nuts..

9. Heat from the steam in the inside tube_is transferred to water in the outside tti7be, and

this changes the water to steam. The steam creates pressure in the cloaed system (a) of the

outside tube. This increased pressure acts on the bilows of the regulating valve and opens the

valve.

10. Different types of pumps employ the centrifugal rotary principle. Of these, the tur-
-,bine design is very suitable for use as a feed-water pump because of its high-discharge pressure

(a).

11. By closing the valves, you can repair or replace the pump without interruPting the

operation of the boiler (a). '`

12. You should turn the pump.shaft by hand to see that the impeller is free (b). Also be

sure that all valves in the feed line between pump discharge and the boiler are open.

13. The nonreturn or check valve installed between the boiler and the pump discharge

prevents hot water or steam from traveling from the boiler to the pump (c) an&causing dam-

age to the pump,parts.

2



14. One drawback to using the injector is that it will not feed water when the water is

very hot (d). F ,

15. The water suppiy should not be hotter than 129° F (d) for the injector to operate. If

several unsuccessful attempts' are made to operate the injector, it becomes very hot and will
%,

not prime.

16. A feed-water heater is Used to inerease the efficiency of boiler operation (c) by heating

the feed water. This preheating ciffen restilts in ecorComy.

17. The use of the heat from exhaust stelinkthat would otherwise be lost increases boiler

plant efficiency 1 percent for each 10'increase in feed-water temperature. (160° 60° 7:- 10 X

1% = 10% (b))

18., When a downward-flow economier used and some steam is generated, there Li im-

,

proper circulation through the unit (a).

19. The lime-soda (d) softener is used to precipitate the hardness salts of calcium an

magnesium from the water. A typical lime-soda water softener is shown in figure 211'

20. A float assembly, similar to the ones shown in figures 21 and 23, that actuate the

water-control valves, cOntrois the water level (d) in the tray-type deierating heater.

0
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF .-

U. S: ARMY ENGINEER SCHOOL

SUBCOURSE 567

LESSON '2

-o

Each exercise has a weight of 5.

Heating and Véntnating W.

Treatment of Bgiler Water.

SOLUTIONS

All references are to Memorandum 567.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

c

d

'c

d

d

b

c

a
a

b

(para 8-2)°

(para 10-3)

(para 10-7)

(para 10-10)

(para 11-3)

(para 11-5)

(para 12-2) 4,
(para 12-3)

(para 12-4)

(para 13-1)

4 11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

d

cl

c

a

d

a

b

c

d

c

(para 13-1 and 14-1)

(pais 15-5)-

(para 15-6)

(para 16-3)

(para 17-9)

(Para 18-2)

(para 18-3)

(para 18-19)

(para 18-21)

(para 18-31)

For further explitnation, see Discussion.

All concerned will be careful that neither this solution nor information camping the
same comes into the possession of students or prospectivirstudents who have not completed

the work to which it pertains.

NR1 204
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DISCUSSION

Exercise:

1. Natural water usually contains some impurities such as acids, scale-forming calcium

and magnesium, dissolved and suspended oxygen, and carbon dioxide (c) (COO.

2. Steam steel boilers are classified as high horsepower, rated at 100 or more (d) horse-

power, and low horsepower rated at 100 or less.

3. After brushing, the boiler should be illed with water. Then 3 pounds of caustic soda,

3 pounds of disodium phosphate, and 1 pound of sodium nitrate should be added for each 1000

pounds of water capacity.
(10,000 4. 1000 x 3 = 30 (c) pounds)

.4. You maintain the temperature from 24 to 48 (d) hours. You also add makeup water

as required during this period to keep the boiler filled to base of the safety valve.

5. Two pounds of quicklime per 100 gallons of Water capacity are placed in the boiler.

(2 x 3000 = 6 (d))
1000

6. Approximately 2 ounces of sodium sulfite to 100 pounds of water are plaCed in th

boiler. No airspaces should be left in the boiler.

50 x 2 oz.
( 6.25 (b) pounds)
16 (ounces to pound)

The corrosive effect of 002 is partially neutralized by chemical treatment of the con--
densate' with amines (c), derivatives of ammonia.

8. The makeup rate of feed water for central heatipg plants is equal to 5 to 10 (a) per-

cent of the steam produced.

9. Blowdown should be given a boiler primarily to control solids in the boiler water (a)

within specified limits.

10. Phosphate (b) is used to control the calcium scale.

11. According to para 14-1 and the scale in figure 26, a pH reading of 4.5 indicates that

the Water is acid. Caustic soda (d) is used to control the acid contnt of the water.

12. It takes about 8 pounds of sodium sulfite to combine with 1 pound of oxygen to form

sodiWn sulfate, a noncorroding agent.

(8 x 5 = 40 (d))

13. The tendency to foam can be decreased by changing the surface tension of the water

(c) in the boiler with an antifoam compound.

14. The mixing should be done at floor level (a) to prevent injury to your eyes and face.

You should use protective equipment when you are mixing chemicals..

2 2



15. When a steam heating plant includes three or more boilers, the treatment chemicals

can be distributed effedively if the chemicals are individually added directly to each boiler (d).

16. The water in high-horsepower plants is tested daily (a). When more tan one boiler

is in operation in a boiler plant, the water in the boilers is tested alternately.

17. The water in low-horsepower plants is tested twice a week (b). When more than one

boiler is in operation, the boilers are tested alternately.

18. To determine the ppm, multiply the milliliters of the reagent (No. 2) by the constant

number 23. .

(19 x 23 = 437 (c))

19. The use of decolorizing carbon is the first step in making the phosithate (d) test,

which is conducted to determine the amount of soluble phosphate in the boiler water.

20. To convert this micromhos reading on the solp-bridge to ppm, you multiply the read=,..

ing by standard number factor of 0.9.

(2000 x 0.9 = 1800 (c))



CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF

U. S. ARMY ENGINEER SCHOOL,
0

SUBCOURSE 567
Heating and Ventilating IV.

LESSON 3 Steam Plants.

SOLUTIONS

Each exercise has a yeight of 5. All references are to Memorandum 567.

1. b (para 20-3) 11. c (para 20-20)

2. d (para. 20-6) 12. a (para 20-21)

3. el (para 20-7) 13. d (para 20-24)

4. b (para 20-10) 14. a (para. 20-28)

5. a (para 20-11) 15. b (para 20-31)

6. a (para 20-11) 16. c (para 20-32)

7. c (para 20-12) 17. c (para 20-42)

8. a (para 20-14) 18. d (para 20-43)

9. d (para 20-15) 19. b (para 20-46)

10. b (para 20-17) 20. b (para 20-53)

For further explanation, see Discussion.

All concerned will be careful that neither this solution nor information concerning the

same comes into the possession of students or prospective students who have not completed

the work to which it pertains.
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DISCUSSION

Exercise:

1. The sea-level temperature-of water will not increase beyond the boiling point, 212° F

(b). Even if you add more heat after the water starts to boil, the water will not get any

hotter as long as it remains at the same pressure.

2. It is relatively simple to determine the temperature of the -water when you know the

steam pressure: take square root of the steam pressure, multiply this by 14, and then add the

constant 198.
(V49 + 198 = 296° F (d))

3. The ASME Boiler Construction Code that has been adopted by governmental agencies

recommends operating and inspecting procedures. Standard practice requires that a qualified

boiler inspector make an inspection at least once a year (d).

4. All boilers are constructed to incorporate a furnace or firebox for burning the fuel (b).

5. In most cases, baffles are provided in the boiler to guide the gases (a) over the moat

effective route. The baffles also prolong the exit of the gases sothat maximum amount of heat

- can be absorbed by the water.

6. Access doors are usually sealed or made airtight by the installation of asbestos rope

(a) or webbing around the door.

7. The common practice is for low-pressure boilers to be electrically welded (c) and the

high-pressure boilers to be riveted.

8. There is a definite limitation in the size and pressure of fire-tube boilers. They are

seldom used when, requirementri are above 150 psi (a) design pressure.

9.- This type boiler is usually referred to as a firebox (d) boiler. It requires no masonry

setting, except perhaps an ashpit or floor for the combustion chamber.

10. The locomotive (b) boiler, figure 31, has a steel firebox consisting of inner and outer

sheets held together with stay bolts. All four sides of the firebox are surrounded by water.

11. The gas flow in the HRT boiler is from the firebox toward the rear of the boiler,

where gases are directed upward to the tubes by meads. of a refractorpbaflle (c).

12. The Scotch marine (a) boiler is a portable or package unit. It is a complete, self-con-

tained unit which includes automatic controls, steel boiler, and burner equipment.

e,_,
S et diameter and a; large amount of reinforcing is necessary (d).13; The Scotch marine boiler has a few disadvantages. For example, its shell is from 6 to

.-

14. Boilers having tubes less than 2 inches in diameter are small tube boilers, and are

commonly called express (a) type. Practically all of the modern steam boilers are the express

type.
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15. The steam-water mixture returns to the steam drum through the circulating tubes

and is discharged in front of the steam-drum baffle. Thiihaille helps to separate the water frorn

the steam (b).

16. Headers (c) are distinguishing featuresof the sectional-header crosszdrum boiler. They

are usually made of forged steel and are Connected to the drums by the tubes. The headers

are connected at right angles to the tubed, as shown in figure 35.

17. The gage dial. is usually graduated to read approximately twice the pressure at

which the safety valve is set; it is never graduated to Mad less than 11/2 times this safety yalve

pressure.
(100 psi x 11/2 = 150 psig (e) )

18. To find the cut-out point, add the differential pressure to the cut-in pressure.

(100 psi + 10 psi = 110 Psi (d)) a

10. Each boiler must have at least one water-gage glass. If the operating pressure is 400

psi or more, 2 gage glasses (b) must ike provided.

20. Each boiler must have a least one 'safety valve. If the boiler had more than 500 square

feet of heating surface, there must be 2 (11) or more safetywalues installed.



CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF

U. S. ARMY ENGINEER StHOOL

SUBCOURSE 567
Heating and Ventilating IV.

LESSON 4 Steam Distribution.

SOLUTIONS

Each exercise has a weight of 5. All references are to Memorandum 567.

LC_ d (para 21-1) 11. c (para 22-15)

2. a (para 21-2) 12. c (para 22-32)

3. d (para 21-7) 13. a (pira 23-6)

4. a (para 21-9) 14. d (para 23-11)

5. a (para 22-3) 15. d (para 23-20)

6. c (para 22-3) 16. d (para 23121)

7 .\Nd (para 22-5) 17. b (para 23-22)

8. b (para 22-8) 18. c (para 23-22)

.9. b (parp, 22-9) 19. a (para 23-27)

10. a (para 22-11) 20. d (para 23-44)

For further explanation, see Discussion.

All concerned will be careful that neither this solution nor information concerning the

same comes into the possession of students or prospective students Who h 'et not completed

tie work to which it pertains.
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DISCUSSION

Exercise:
1. Steam distribution systems are grouped under two classifications: exterior and in:

terior. The exterior distribution system is further divided into underground and aboveground

(d).

2. The major underground systems are the conduit and utilidor (a). These systems are

normally installed only in permanent heating installations because of their high cost of installa-

tion.

3. Aboveground distribution systems gre divided into overhead and surface (d) systems.

4. Sometimes an expansion° loop, formed by a loop in the piPe, is used instead of an ex-

pansion joint to provide for pipe expansion (a).

5. The return of condensate depends upon the hydrostatic head (a).

6. In the gravity, one-pipe, air-vent system (c), the condensate is drained froth the

radiators through the same pipe that supplies the 'steam.. The condensate and the steam flow

in opposite directions in the same pipe.

7. The necessary internal drainake can be obtained by ,sloping the lines dawn (in direc-

tion of condensate flow) at least 1/4 inch for every 10 feet of pipe.

(
40' x 1/4" = 1 (d) )
10'

& The reason 'for ,doing this (opening the main steam stop vp.lve very little) is to allow

the system to warm up slowly and avoid any thermal shock to the fines and fittings (b).

9. Partial opening of the valves will interfere with the proper drainage of water from the

radiators (b). The radiator valves in the one-pipe steam distribUtion should be completely

open or completely closed.

10. When a radiator fails to heat or water hammer occurs, there are several probable

causes. One is the failure of the air vent to function (a), thereby causing the radiator to be-

come airbound.

lf. The bottom of- the trap should be approximately 18 (c) inches above the boiler water

e to provide a sufficient hydrostatic head to overcome friction in the return piping to the boiler.

\ 12. The steam is supplied at the top of the radiator, and the air and condensate discharged

through a thermostatic trap (c) from the bottom of the opposite end of the radiator.

13. The bellows contains a volatile liquid which has a boiling point that is 10 degrees

lower than that of water.

(190° lb° = 1800 (a) )

14. A common difficity is that water gets into the float and it does pot rise, In this case,

the float must be replaced (d).

I. trtairp
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15. The operation of the impulse (d) trap is based on the principle that a portion of hot

water under pressure will flash into steam when its pressure is reduced.

16. The pressure on the discharge side of the trap should not be over pf the inlet

pressure it the trap is to function properly.

(100 psi x 25% = 25 psi (d))

17. The thermodynamic (b) trap contains only one moving part a disc. This disc is

operated by changes in steam pressure.

18. Water expands to as much as 1728 (c) -times its volume when it changes to steam.

19. The metals contained in the bimetallic strip are generally invar and copper (a). The

copper expands very rapidly when heated, but invar expands very little.

20. The joint is held tight by the packing, which permits expansion. The kind of packing

(d) used determines the temperature to which the joint can bC subjected.

lort
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EXAMINATION

AAMY CORRESPONDENCE COURSE \!NGINEER SUBCOURSE 567

HEATING AND VENTILATING IV

CREDIT HOURS 2

TEXT ASSIGNMENT
Review previous assignments.

EXERCISES

Requirement. Solve the following- multiple-

choice exercises.

1. Generally, the return conden-

sate cannot produce all the water that
a,boiler requires. What must be done?

a. add fresh water

b.

C.

d.

raise steam temperature

add extra inlet pump

use manual feeder

2. Steam plants that use pumps for
both the regular feed system and the
standby system-must have at least one
of the pumps

a.

b.

C.

d.

with gravity return

steam driven

with separate cylinders

with steam-driven injector

3. The outside tube of the thermo-
hydraulic regulator has exterior fins.
What effect do these have on the tube?

a. , decrease cooling rate,

b. increase cooling rate

NR1 204

c. maintain pitch

d. control rate of rotation

\4.Which of the following would

you use to remove lime deposits from
the injectoi of a feeder systeni?

a. hot water

b. cold water

c. muriatic acid

d. steam

5. One reason why water condi-
tioners are added to feed water before
it reaches the boiler is to'

a. remove minerals that cause hard-
ness

b. eliminate hydrogen

c. increase magnesium content

d. increase calcium content

e A sodium-zeolite sottener as a
capacity of 250 kilograms. The water
to be softened has 20 grains of hardness
per gallon. How many ,gaUons of this
raw water can the sodium- olite unit
soften? d

a. 11,000

r

b. 11,500

c. 12,000

d. 12,500



2

7. Yonwant to reduce the alkalini-
ty of the boilermater and to soften it
at the same thne. Which of the follow-
ing do you use?

a.

b.

C.

d.

sodium-zeolite

lime soda

brining

hydrogen-zeolite

8. You are cleaning out a water
boiler with a mixture of disodium phos-
phate and sodium nitrate. I-low many
hours would you alloNy this treated
water to boil before draining the boiler?

a. 5 to 10 c. 20 to 40

b. 10 to 20 ( d. 24 to 48

9. You are storing a 200-horse-
power boiler by the dry boiler method.
How many pounds of quicklime do you

c. 40.

,use ?

a. 25

b. 35 d. 45

10. You would use the wet boiler
method when it was necessary to store
a boiler for periods up to

a. 30 days

b. 50 dayti'

c. 2 months

d. aolionths

11. You are using the wet holier
method to store a boiler containing 2000
pounds of water. How much caustic
ioda do you add to this water?

a. 11/4 pounds

b. 25 ounces

c. 30 ounces

d. 2 pounds

12. Which of the following chemi-
cals would you use to control sludge
fluidity in the boiler?

antifoam

b. tannin

c. sodium sulfite

d. phOsphate

13. Several methods are used to
place water-treatment chemicals into
the boilerwater. Which of the following
statements do you accept a a correct
procedure?

a. dissolve tannin in cold water

b. add chemicals to water, not water
to chemicals

c. dissolve caustic soda in hot water

d. mix sodium sulfite in hot water

14. In a phosphate test, the boiler
water is considered satisfactory if the
water sample comes between what two
standards in the comparator?

a. 20 to 50 ppm

b. 25 to 55 ppm

c. 30 to 60 ppm

d. 35 to 65 ppm

1/4,d

15. You should prevent the impuri-
ties in the water from collecting on the
boiler heating surface because they,

a. slow water current

b. cool boiler metal

c. cause hot spots

d. coMplicate boiler cleaning

16. How are the sections of high-
pressure steel sectional boilers- usually
joined together?

a. bolted c. hooked

b. welded d. riveted

17. Which of the following boilers
would you install for low-pressure and
low-capacity purposes?

a. box-header cross drum

b. box-header longitudinal

.3 6
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c. bent-tube

d. fire-tube

18. Which of the following boilers
has its firebox constructed separately of
firebrick ?

a. HRT
b. firebox

c. water tube

d. Scotch marine

19. You have received a heating re-
quirement to provide 700,000 pounds of
steam per hour. What type boiler do you
select for this task ?

e- a. locomotive ci Scotch marine

b. water tube d. fire tube

20. The water column that is con-
nected to the boiler helps prevent fluc-
tuation of the water level in the

a. boiler feed tubes

b.

C.

d.

gage glass valves

gage glass

gage cocks

21. The following give the square
feet of heating surface of 4 boilers. On
which boiler would you install/two or
more safety valves?

a. 300

b: 400

c. 500

d. 600

22. A fusible plug in a boiler should
be replaced every

a. week

b. month

c. quarter

d. 12 months

23. The boiler feed-water control
unit maintains a fixed water level. When
the water in the boiler becomes danger-
ously high or low, this water control
unit provides for. g

,

a.. a safety valve to open

b. a fusible plug to blow out

c. ringing a bell

d. a low-water cut-off to shut off bOiler

N. You are installing two blow-
down lines on a 150-psi stationary boil-
er. How many valves Would you install
on each blowdown pipe?

a. 1

b. 2

c. 3

d. 4

25. How would you install the
steampipe of a conduit type distributicl
system ?

a. inside a conduit in the ground below
frostline

b. in coveredateel container on ground

c. in each tunnel just above frostline

d. elevated aboveground in asbestos
container

xit§

26. While inspecting a two-pipe
vapor system with a condeniate pump,
you find that one radiator will not heat.
Which of thefollowing is the most likely
cause?

a. too much condensate

b. defective condensate pump,

C. too much steam pressure

d. inoperati steam tz\Lp-

27. In -wh)1istribution system is
the cast iron diator generally, used?

a. two-pipe avity

b. twb-pipe ypor

C. one-pipe °

d. one-pipe vapor

28. In the storage-type hot water
-tank", the stored water temperature
should not exceed

3



a. 170° F
b. 180° F
t. 185° F
d. 200° F

kvi

4

c. every 6 months

d. yearly

30. How ofttn Would you check the
bellows-type expansion joint?

29. In your maintenance of expan- a. month],sion joints, how often would you lubri-
cate the slip-type joint? b. quarterly

a. monthly e. semiannually

b. every 3 months d. annually

0
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PREFACE

THIS MEMORANDUM is written for per.sonnel in the Army whose
duties require them to have a knowledge of steam heating.

D

The discussions in four chapters of this volume are directed toward
steam heating. In the first chapter there are discussions about feed-water,
condensate, and pump systeins. There is. information on water feeder sys.7
terns, gravity condensate return systems, the steam-driven ',Pump system,
the centrifugal rotary pump, the injector feeder system, and water condi-
tioners.

The second chapter covera the characteristics of water, the purpose
and types of water treatment, and,the dontriol of water treatment. The
.third chapter contains information regarding the requirements, types,
installation, operation, and-maintenance of Steam boilers; also the fittings
and accessories for boilers. The third chapter also contains information
regarding boiler requirements and boiler and pipe identification markings.
The fourth chapter provides inforthation about "the external and internal
steam distribution systems. The discussions describe various types 'of
distribution systems and tell about installing, operating, and maintaining
the systems and their components.

Keep this memorandum for your use.
0
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CHAPTER 1

Feed-Water, Condensate, and Pump Systems

SURELY YOU HAVE attempted to inflate an
automobile innertube by lung power, and you

found that you could not fully inflate the tube.
This was true because you were unable to force
in ani more air above the maximum pressure
you were able to build up in the tube with your
lungs. -

2. If you have visited some steam-heating
plants, you probably noticed that the boilers oper-
ated at high pressures. Theh-you, no doubt,
wondered how water was fed into these boilers
against those pressures. From your experience
with the innertube, you know that the water must
be placed under greater pressure than the pres-
sure existing inside the boiler before it can be
forced into the boiler. For this reason, depend-
able and efficient systems are designed to feed
water under pressure into boilers at frequent in-,
tervals as the Steam is used. Feed-wafer-systems
now vary from the simple type of water-main
supply and gravitY-return system to the complex
pumping system used in a high-pressure multiple-
boiler installation.

3. During your career you may have the op-
portunity of working with all types of feed-water,
condensate, and pump systems. You should be
ready to help do the jobs when the time comes.
In this chapter lire are going to start you oft with
discussions regarding the basic principles related
to the operation of these systems and the con-
struction of system components.

4. The discussions will tell you about the con-
struction and operation of feed-water supply sys-
tems, gravity-condensate return systems, steam-
driven pump systems, centrifugal rotary pumps,
injector feeder systems, feed-water heaters, and
water conditioners.

5. Water must be fed into a steam boiler at
frequent intervali to replace water lost by the
heating system during operation. The subsystem
designed to replace this boiler water with feed
water is called the feed-water system and will be

discussed first.,

1

1. Feed-Water, Systems
1. Steam boilers `Must be filled with the, cor-

rect amount of water before the heat is applied.
the water level for fire-tube boilers must be
maintained at least 2 inches above the top roi
of tubes. At the time the boiler is fired, the feed-
water system must be ready for operation.

2. The simplest niethod of feeding water into
a boiler is that of using the preseure in the water-
main system. This can be done either manually,
or automatically. Most military steam boiler
plants have automatic devices. for controlling
both the lpiler water level in the boiler and the
feeding of water into the boiler. The position of
the control and its relationship to the water level
for the system is shown in figure 1. Boilers bay-
ing 500 squnre feet of heating surface or more,
a .9 well as all high pressure boilers (those Operat-
ing at above 15 psig are considered high pres-
sure), must have at least two different ways of
providing feed water. These ways consist of vari-
ous combinations using steam pumps, electric-
driven pumps, water-main pressure, and injectors.

3. The water that is fed into a boiler is
normally a combination of fresh makeup water;
taken from the base water main, and return con-
densate. Most installations inClude pipe that
returns condensate water from the distribution
system to the boiler. The pipe used is extra strong
steel pipe or wrought iron pipe. The return is
done either by means of gravity or by pumping.
You ask what is condensate? Condensate is the
water that accumulates in the distribution system
as the steam cools and condenses. Generally, the
condensate is not of sufficient quantity to make
up for all the water' that a boiler requires. There-
fore, some provision is made to add' fresh water
to the boiler water. The fresh water provided is
usually called makeup water.

4. Automatic Feed. Modern feed-water instal-
lations have automatic controls. The standard
automatic feed-water control is a float. It is in-
stalled at the normal water-level mark, shown on
the boiler, so that it will maintain the water at the

42
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WATER
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Figure 1. A typical water-level control installation.

normal boiler water level. When boiler water is
changed to steam, the boiler water level in the
boiler and the control both drop. The float drops
until iereaches a predetermined point. Then, a pair
of electrical contacts, attached by linkage to the
float, make contact with each other. This action
starts the fecd-water pump: The feed water is
pumped into the boiler, raising the boiler water
to the correct level. When this happens, the rising
float causes the electrical contacts to open and
shut off the pump.

5. When the pump cannot pump sufficient
water into the boiler because of excess load or
other reasons and the water level contirifes to
drop, the float reaches another predetermined
point and another set of electrical contacts doges
the circuit to set off an alarm bell. Still another set
of contacts opens to break a different circuit, thus
stopping the operation of the fuel-burning equip-
ment. A typical feed-water piping arrangembnt is
shown in figure 1.

6. Manual Feeder. In the event that the auto-
matic control becomes inoperative, there is
normally a bypass piping arrangement installed
to provide makeup water to the boiler manually.
A commonly used bypass piping hookup is shown
in figure 2. When the automatic control fails to
operate and you must feed the- water manually
through the bypass system, close the handisperated
valves for cutting out the automatic regulator and

2
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open the hand bypass valves. You watch the
water level very closely did regulate it by opening
or closing the hand bypass valves. Of course, the
automatic regulator must be repaired or replaced
as soon as possible. The common control that we
have just discussed is not the only means of auto-
matically controlling the boiler water level; other
methods and devices will be discussed later in this
chapter. First however, we are going to discuss
some gravity-condensate return systems.

HAND IlYPASS VALVE

BYPASS

SWING VALVE

CITY WATER
SUPPLY

SUPPLY TO
BO ER

SUPPLY VALVE
To WATER
ova CONTROL

CLOSING LEVEL
OF CONTPOL

DIRECT FEED
TO BOILER

Figure 2. A manual bypass.
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WATER
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WATER LINE IN lialLER
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CONDENSATE RETURN LINE

Figure 3. A typical Hartford loop installation.

2. Gravity Condensate 'Return Systems
1. In many military steam-heating installa-

tions, you will find the condensate being returned
to the boiler plant by means of pumps, which
will be discussed later in this chapter. At this
time, however, we are going to discuss re-
turning the condensate to the boiler by means of
gravity. Two types of gravity-return systems are
the Hartford loop and the mechanical-return trap
systems.

2. Hartford Loop. The pressure in the return
system must be equal to that in the boiler, to
make possible the return of condensate by gravity.
One method of -balancing the return water and
steam pressure is the Hartford loop, illustrated in

WATER FEED

DRAIN

TRAP RADIATOR

figure 3. This method brings the return line up
to the boiler-water levei and connects at this point
to a steam line that comes down from the top of
the boiler. At the junction of the steam line and
the return line, a third line drops down to the
boiler-return connection. At the junction of the
three lines, the steam pressure and return-water
pressure are balanced, and the water, being heavier
than steam, will return to the boiler.

3. Mechanical Return Trap. The mechanical
return trap in the steam system, illustrated in
figure 4, is another method that is used to balance
the pressures and allow the water to return to the
boiler by gravity. The trap is vented to the atmos-
phere- and is connected to the steam line and the
condensate return line. Two swing-type check
valves (one located on each side of the tee con-
nection to the trap) are necessary for the operation
of this system.

4. When the boiler pressure is quite low,ile
condensate returns to the boiler by gravity, but
when the boiler pressure exceeds I pound, check
valve A, shown in figure 4, is held closed and the
condensate water backs up into the return trap.
When the water level in the trap reaches a pre-
determined point, the float closes the air vent and
opens a pipe leading to the top of the boiler. With
the air vent closed and the boiler line opened, the
pressure in the trap immediately equalizes with
the pressure in the boiler. When this happens,
the pressure on each side of check valve A
becomes equal and the weight of the water causes

RADIATOR VALVES

RADIATOR

AIR VENT

BOILER

WATER LINE IN BOILER

A) CHECK VALVE

MECHANICAL
RETURN TRAP

(15) CHECK VALVE
wt_

RADIATOR

QUICK AIR VENT

Figure 4. A mechanical return-trap steam system.
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REMOVABLE STEAM
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STEAM CHEST

OBC TYPE
VALVES

CAST-IRON CRADLE

PISTON RING

STEAM CYLINDER

WATER PISTON

TWIN WATER CYLINDERS

Figure 5. A duplex steam reciprocating pump.

it to swing open and alloW the condensate to flow
into the boiler. The check valve B, shown in
figure 4, prevents the pressure from backing up
the water into the return line. When the trap is
almost empty, the steam valve closes, the air
vent opens, and the trap begins to refill.

5. Although the feed water is supplied to the
boiler automatically, it does not relieve the oper-
ator from the responsibility of periodically
checking the water level bSr means of the water-
glass gage and the gage boas.

3. Steam-Driven Pump System
1. The water-main feed system with a gravity

return for the condensate cannot be used with
high-pressure boilers because the pressure in the
water main is not great enough to overcome boiler
pressures. Consequently, a pumping system must
be used. Steamplants that use pumps for both
the regular feed system and the standby system

SLIDE VALVE

STEAM INLET

LOST MOTION

VALVE ROD

must have at least one of the pumps steam driven.
Otherwise; a third method such as a steam-driven
injector must be installed. Most Amu pumps
are of the duplex type. The duplex pump, illus-
trated in figure 5, consists of a piston rod having
a steam piston and a,cylinder at one end And a
water piston and a cylinder at the other end. Both
cylinders are cast together as one unit.

2. The keam sections of duplex pumps are
normally controlled by. slide valves mounted above

..,_the cylinders and operated by tlie piston rods
through rocker arms and valve rods. The details
of one side of such a pump are shown in figure
6. Each water cylinder has an intake valve and
an outlet valve operated by the suction and pres-

..sure caused by the movement of the pistons.
3. There are many ways of controlling the flow

of steam to a steam-operated pump. The operation
of the pump, in one method, is controlled by the
water-level control on the boiler. The water-level

ROCKER ARMS
WATER DISCHARGE

DISCHARGE VALVES

STEAM FORTS

PISTON ROD

CROSS HEAD

PACKING BOXDRAIN PLUGS DRAIN PLUGS

Figure 6. Cuttnvay view of a duplex steam reciprocating pump.
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Figure 7. A steam pump controlled by a diaphragm
valve.

control op les a steam valve which opens to
allow steam t flow to the feed pump when water
is needed by th boiler. When the pump has re-
placed the rgq wed amount of water, the steam
valve closes and stops the pump. When the feed
water is too hot, 212° F. or higher, the pump will
not operate, properly and will exceed its normal
speed, thus causing damage to the pistons and
cylinder lieads. The norm.1 speed of the pump
is from 5 to 50 strokes per minute.

4. Another method has the flow of steam
going to the pump controlled by a diaphragm
valve located in the steam supply line, as shown
in figure 7. The valve is opened by spring pressure
applied on the underside of the diaphragm and
closed by water pressure applied on the top of
the diaphragm. The water pressure for closing
the valve is supplied by a pilot line running from
the boiler feed' line or pump discharge. When
the boiler water-level control calls for 'water, a
valve in the feed line opens and allows the pressure
in the pilot line to drop. The spring then opens
the diaphragm valve and allows steam to flow to
the pump. The pump now starts, and it supplies
feed water to the boiler. When the boiler require-
ments are satisfied, the water-level control closes

5

the feed valve. The closing of this feed valve
creates an increase in pressure in the feed line.
This increase in pressure is transmitted to the dia-
phragm through the pilot line and closes the valve.
This action shuts off.the steam supply to the pump
and the pump stops.

5. The water piping between the boiler and the
steam pump is similar to that of the water-main
supply system. The supply of water to the steam
pump is taken from, a,condensate receiving tank.
The water piping .1t6tween the boiler and the
steam pump is shown in, figure 7.

6. Steam-Pump Maintenance. The steam pump.
will give years of satisfactory service if it is properly
maintained. Give particular attention to the lubri-
cation of the pump. Lubricate all external moving
parts frequently with mineral oil. If the pump is
equipped with a lubricator, you keep the lubricator
filled with the type of oil recommended by the
manufacturer. In most cases 'the manufacturer
furnishes complete maintenance instructions with
the pump; however, there are some things you
should kspect whethet or not these instructions
are furnished by the manufacturer.

7. These inspections should include examining
for leaks around the packing glands, which cause
the loss of condensate and create the hazard of
burning the operator. The leaks can be stopped,
in most instances, by tightening the packing-
gland nuts. You should use extreme caution when
you tighten these nuts. If they are drawn down
unequally or excessively, the packing will score
or scratch the shaft. This condition causes the
leak to become even worse than before.

8. When a packinn*d continues to leak
water or steam after the packing-gland nuts have
been tightened, it is best to let it leak until the
pump can be shut down and the gland repacked
or the shaft refinished as necessary. Again, we
remind you that for the most efficient results these
repairs and adjustments should be made in accord-
ance with the manufacturer's recommendations.
These instructions generally vary with each
different type of pump. '

9. Thermo-Expansion Water-Level Control. In
some big steam feed-water systems you will find
two large water-level controls, which are commonly
referred to as feed-water regulators. One of these
controls is the thermoexpansion type, as shown
in figure 8. It has an expansion generator called
a "thermostat," which consists of a metal tube
mounted on a rigid frame. The tube is connected
to the boiler at about the normal water level
much the same as a water colunm or gage glass.
,The tube is fastened at one end and is free to
move at the other end. Linkage connects the free
end of the tube to a valve bellcrank, which, in
turn, opens and closes the regulating valve. The



bellerank has its fulcrum point attached to the
valve.

10. When the water level in the boiler drops,
more steam is allowed to enter the tube and heat
it. More steam causes the therrnostat to expand
and operate the linkage that opens the valve. This
allows more feed water to be forced into the
boiler. As the water level in the boiler rises, less
steam is admitted to the tube of the thermostat;
consequently; the tube cools and contracts. The

( operation of the linkage and bellcrank this time
closes the regulating valve.

11. Thermohydratilic Noter-Level Control.
Another water-level control is the thermo-
hydraulic type, also commonly called a regulator.
This unit is made up of a generator and a regu-
lating valve, as shown in figure 9. The generator
consists of an outside tub6 and an inside tube.
The outside tube is filled with water, except for
some space left for the generation of steam. This

?outside tube also has fins on the exterior to increase
its cooling rate. The outside tube is connected
by other tubing to a bellows in the regulating valve.
This makes it a closed system. The inside tube
is connected to the boiler shell in much the same
way as a water column or a gage glass. The regu-
lator is mounted at the boiler water ling; there-
fore, the inside tube contains both steam-and water.

12. The regulating valve is opened or closed
by the water in the closed system of the outsle
tube, whioh actuates the bellows in the regulating
valve. Thus, the valve controls the flow of water
to the boiler. When the water level in the boiler
drops, more steam is allowed to enter the inside
tube. The heat from the steam in the inside tube
is then transferred to the water in the outside tube.
This causes the water to 'Change to steam; The
steam, in turn, creates pressure in the closed*
system of the outside tube. This increased pres-
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Figure 9. Thermohydraulic water-level,gontrol.

sure acts on the b ows of the regulating valve
and opens the vaPve. This alloWs water to flow
into the boiler.

13. When the water level rises, less steam
goes irito the inside tube. the tube then cools and
less heat is transferred to the outside tube. The
steam in the outside tube cools and condenses
from steam to water, thus relieving the pressure
on the bellows in the regulating valve. When the
pressure on the bellows is removed, the regulating
valve closes. This shuts off the water to the boiler.
The closing of the valve is accomplished by the
spring located in the valve body, which is shown
in figure 9.

4. Centrifugal Rotary Pump
1. Many boilerplants use some type of centritt

ugal rotary pump to feed water into a boiler. The
centrifugal pump construction varies slightly with
different manufacturers. In general, however, the
centrifugal pump is simple in construction. It
discharges water at a uniform rate of flow and
pressure. In most.cases, the pumps gio not contain
valves or pistons. Centrifugal puMps generally
operate at high speeds and can handle water even
though it contains sotne small particles of fbreign
matter. To illustrate centrifugal force let us
imagine that a man is whirling a bucket of water
rapidly around and around in a circle. The out-
ward pull, or centrifugal force, developed by this
whirling action holds the water against the bottom
of the bucket without spillingeven when the
bucket is upside down.

2. To apply the principle of the whirling
bucket to centrifugal pumps, suppose you have

4fri



A

Figure 10. The principle pfthe centrifugal pump.

a-number of bottomless buckets rotating about a
center, as shown in detail A, figure 10. The drum
wall against which these buckets rotate forms a
continuous bottom. As the buckets rotate, the
water is held against this continuous bottom by
centrifugal force.

xt 3. Now, suppose that the buckets are arranged
in pie-shaped fashion as illustrated in detail B,
figure 10. When the buckets rotate, they produce
the same effect *as a paddle wheel revolving in a
drum-shaped container. Because of centrifugal
force, there is a continuous liquid pressure all
over the circumference of the container.

4. Let us further suppose that we have
increased the diameter of the container, as indi-
cated in detail C, figure 10. The purpose is to
provide a space (a, detail C) for liquid between
the ends of the paddles and the drum. The
wedge-shaped buckets now have a liquid bottom,
but the action remains the same as before. The
rotation of the liquid in the buckets, because of

INLET

DISCHARGE

centrifugal force, pushes outward against the
liquid bottoni, thus producing pressure on the
liquid in space (a).

5. If an opening were made in the drum, this
pressure would cause the liquid in the space (a)
to be discharged. Now, let us go a step further
and suppose that we provide a central opening in
the coniainer whereby the buckets will be con-
tinuously filled with liquid; also, let us provide
a source of power to rotate the paddles. These
additions make possible a continuous flow, as
illustrated in detail D, figure 10.

6. The centrifugal pump has two major dis-
advantages: (1) It has a comparatively low
efficiency and (2) it is unable to discharge air or
vapor. However, its advantages more than offset
its lower efficiency. The inability of the pump to
discharge air can be overcome bY correct piping
installation and proper operation practices. In
some cases you will find that the pump has not
been correctly installed to provide for air elimi-
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Figure II. A centrifugal pump.
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Figure 12. An impeller.

WATER COLUMN

nation, nor has it always been properly operated.
Therefore, you will frequently be required to bleed
the pump. Otherwise, the piping and the operating
practices will have to be changed to prevent air
from entering the pump.

7. There are many different types of pumps
that employ the centrifugal rotary principle. qf
these, the turbine design is very suitable for use
as a feed-vgater pump because of its high-discharge
pressure. The discharge pressure must be suffi-
ciently high to overcome the bona° operating
pressure. The pump consists of an impeller shaft
and housing with' bearings, as shown in figure 11.
The liquid enters the pump and is carried around
the inside by the blades of the impeller and
forced out through the discharge opening which
connects with the 'boiler feed line.

8. The impeller, illustrated in figure 12,
consists of a number of small vanes mounted
around a hub. The vanes act. as pockets with
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JUNCTION PANEL
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BOX
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FLOAT
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GAUGE GLASS

Figure 13. Feed-water automatic level control.
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which to pick up the liquid and carry it to the
discharge outlet. ,The pump is usually equipped
with factory-sealed ball bearings which do not
require any lubrication.

9. Feed-water pumps caw be adapted to an
automatic control by operating them with electric
motors. The feed-water control, shown in figure
13, attached to the boiler operates an electrical
switch by means of a float, in accordance withl
the water level in the boiler. The switch closes
and energizes an electric-circuit which starts4the
operation of an electric motor when the boiler
requires water. After the boiler is filled to the
correct level, reverse action takes place, causing
the electric motor to stop.

10. The piping arrangement for a boiler with
an electric feed-water pump is illustrated in figure
14. This piping arrangemeht is- provided with a
valve installed in the pking between the condensate
receiver and, the pump, and still another valve
between the pump and the boiler. By closing these
valves, you can repair or *lace the pump without
interrupting the operation of the boiler. However,
when this pump is taken out of service, the
standby feed-water system must be placed in

9

operation. The standby feed-water system iisuhy
is a boiler steam injector.

11. Before starting a new pump or one that
has been idle for a long period of time, yo
should turn the pump shaft by hand .to see th
the impeller is free. Also, be sure that all val
in the feed line between the pump discharge nd
the boiler are open. Your failure to do these things
can result in damage to the pump and the motor.
Before _putting this type of pump into operation,
you should insure that the mounting bqlts are tight
and that the motor and pump are properly aligned.
Improper alignment can cause damage to the
couplings and bearings, and result in a bent pump
shaft. If the water supply inlet is lower than the
pump, it may be necessary to prime the 'pump.
This is done by removing the priming plug, shown
in figure J5, and pouring water into die pipe until
the pump will start pumping water. There should
always be a nonreturn or check valve installed
between the boiler and the pump discharge. This
prevents hot water or steam from traveling from
the boiler to the pump and causing damage to
the pump parts.

12. Operator's maintenance of the electrically
driven feed pump consists mos0 of cleaning the
pump and motor. However, the pump motor is
lubricated according to the manufacturer's specifi-
cations. Remember that not using enough lubri-
cant can result in the bearings running dry or
seizing on the motor shaft. But, too much lubricant
causes the motor to become dirty, and it can
result in the motor windings becoming saturated
with.oil and burning out.

13. However, when a water leak develops
around the pump shaft, it is necessary to tighten
the packing-gland nuts or repack the stuffing box
as necessary. The strainer installed between the
pump and the condensate receiver should be kept
clean to avoid any restriction of the flow of water
to the pump.
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5. Injeitir Feeder System

1. The injector i best known asthe locomotive
boiler feeder, but it is also used to some extent
by the military in boiler plants as an emergency
reserve- or standby feed unit. It is used when
pumps or other means of -feeding water fail. One
drawback to using the injector is that it will not
feed water when the water is very hot. Under the
best conditions, the infector will lift 120° F. water
approximately 14 feet.

The installation of an injector is compar- .

atively simple; it is mounted on the side of the
boiler. Four line connections are made to the RING VALVE

injector: the steam supply.line froniThe-bRiler,
the water zupply line from a .reservoir, the dis-
charge line to the boiler feed-water inlet, and the
water overflow line.

WATER SUPPLY

STEAM NOZZLE

INJECTOR BODY

COMBINING TUBE

3. The controls for an injector consist of a
steam supply valve, a water supply valve, a dis-
charge valve to the boiler, and a check valve in
the discharge line. A typical installation of an
injector and the piping is sh,own in figure 16. The
injector shown in figure 17 consists of a steam
nozzle, combining tube, delivery tube, ring valve,
overflow valve, and injector body.

4. Some degree of skill is requiret to start an
injector, but once it is operating, it will continue

to operate until- the operator manually shuts it

down. To start the injector, the operator first
opens the water supply valve about one full turn.

(I OVERHEAD
WATER SUPPLY

4 TANK
* .xtmf
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Figure 16. A typical injector installation.
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Figure 17. A cutaway of a steam injector.

Then; he quickly. turns the steam supply valve

all the way open. Steam rushes into the combining

tube of the injector; and as it speeds past the water
supply opening, it creates a suction that draws

water through the opening into the combining

tube. -Water and steam are then mixed together
inside the injector and the steam pressure opens
a valve that leads to the boiler. In the meantime,

there is an excess of water in the injector which is

discharged through an overflow valve. Next, the
operator slowly turns the water supply valve

toward the closed position until the overflow
stops. The overflow valve has closed and all of

the water being picked gp from the supply line
is going into the boiler.

5. The water supply should not be hotter than
120° F. for the injector to operate. If several
unsuccessful attempts are made to operate the
injector, it becomes very hot and will not prime.
It is necessary to pour cold water over the injector

until it is cool enough to draw water from the
supply when the steam valve is opened.

6. Injectors require very little maintenance.
After a pgjod of time, it will be necessary to reseat

the overflow and riqg valve. Lime deposits from

the water also can reduce the operation by closing
down the size of the combining and delivery tubes.

Placing the injector in a container of muriatic
acid for several hours will remove the lime
deposits.

7. It is necessary to remove the bottom plug,
shown in yure 17, to clean the injector. The



delivery tube and ring valve will drop out. After
cleaning the passages and holes, the delivery tube
and the ring valve arereplacedby setting them
in the plug (which acts as a guide) and screwing
it tightly in place.

6. reed-Water Heaters
1. A feed-water heater is used to increase the

efficiency of boiler operation by heating the feed
water. The hotter the feed water is, the less is
the amount of fuel required to bring the water to
the boiling point. This preheating often results
in economy.

2. Feed-water heaters raise the temperature of
the makeup water by using the exhaust steam
from boilers or the hot flue gases from smoke-
stacks. Heated water liberates the oxygen and
other gases carried in the water. The liberation
of these gases, in turn, decreases oxidation in the
boiler and the steam distribution system. The use

cOrthe heat from exhaust steam that would other-
wise be lost increases boilerplant efficiency 1

percent fot each 10° increase in feed-water tem-
perature. There are several types and designs of
feed-water heaters available, and each unit differs
according to the manufacturer. In general, how-
ever, feed-water heaters may be divided into
three types: open, closed, and economizers.

3. Open-Type Heater. The open-type feed-
water heaters, illustrated in figure 18, heats water
by direct contact with the steam. These heaters
are usually cylindrical in shape and have an air
vent located at the top. Steam enters the side of
the heater through an oil separator. The water
to be heated, usually from the condensate return,
enters at the top and is distributed over the trays
in rainfall fashion. The steam comes in direct
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Figure 18. Open-type feed-water heater.

contact with the water and is condensed as the
water is heated. Oxygen and other gases are
liberated to the atmosphere through the vent.
Such heaters are provided with a sight glass that
indicates the water level (not shown), a drain
valve for draining the solid materials which settle
to the bottom, and a regulating float valve in the
supply line. Some heaters have provisions for
skimming any foreign matter that collects on the
surface of the water in the heater.

4. Closed-Type Hester. The closed-type feed-
water heatet is constructed so that the steam
which heats the water and the water do not come
into direct contact. They are separated from each
other bf metal surfaces such as tubes. The tank
of the heater is supplied with steam, and the water
passes through tubes heated by the steam. Figuxe
19 illustrates a typical closed-type feed-water
heater. The closed-type feed-water heaters are
not very common on ihilitary installations; how-
ever, some posts have them installed.

5. Economizer-Type Heater. The economizer
is another unit used to heat feed water. Econ-
omizers have horizontal tubes that are arranged
in staggered, closely spaced rows. The tubes are
placed in the path of the hot flue gases, and the
water flows inside the tubes. As the hot flue
gases pass around the tube, the water inside is
heated. The water can flow either upward or
.downward through the economizer. However,
the upward flow is preferred when there is a
possibility of steam being generated in the tubes.
When a downward,flow economizer is used and
some steam is generated, there is improper cir-
culation through the unit.

6. The maintenance of feed-water heaters and
economizers normally includes removing the solid
matter that accumulates in the unit; stoning
steam and water .leaks; and repairing inoperaTve
traps, floats, valves, pumps, and other such
associated equipment.

7. Now that yon have finished your study of
the discussions regarding the methods of heating
feed water, we believe you will be interested to
know about water conditioners.

7. Water Conditioners
1. Water conditioners are used to soften and

otherwise condition the feed water before it is

fed into the boiler. This work is accomplished by
removing the minerals that cause hardness, oxygen,
and foreign matter from the water. ,

2. Water Softeners. The first group of these
water conditioners that we have selected to, dis-
cuss is the water softener. Military installations
normally use three processes for water softening:
the sodium-zeolite, the lime-soda, and ,the hydro-
gen-zeolite.

er.
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Figure 19. Closed-type feed-water heater.

3. Sodium-zeolite. The pressure-type sodium-
zeolite softener consists of a steel shell which
contains a bed of zeolite supported by several
layers of graded gravel. These softeners may
be operated either manually or automatically.
A manually operated water softener is shown in
figure 20.

4. The water is admitted to the upper portion
of the shell and passes over, the zeolite bed. There
the ions of calcium and magnesium, which
cause the hardness in water, are attached to the
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EXHAUST STEAM
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HOT WATER
UNDER PRESSURE
TO BOILER

zeolite and replace the ions of soluble sodium salt.
This action is called ion exchange. Then, the
watet that has passed through the bed of zeolite

liasses on through the gravel bed and collects
in a underdrain system. The accumulated soft
wa is discharged to ihe feed-water system and

go to the boiler as .req"bired.
5. You will find the capacity of most water

so ners stamped on a plate mounted on the unit.
No , you are perhaps wondering what happens
wh n the softener reaches its rated capacity? Or,
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you would like to know why sodium salts are
placed in the softener to be exchanged for the
calcium and matmesium ions

6. When a water softener reaches its capacity,
as deteiininbd by a soap test, the/softener is
put through a process called brining. The
brining process is done to regenerate the zeolite.
A predetermined volume of saturated brine is
admitted into the sof t en er, and the soluble
sodiusik salt ions replace the ions of calcium
and dignesium. The directions for mixing the
brine are usually furnished by the softener
manufacturer. The brine is usually a mixture
of rock salt and water.

7. When the brining process iS finished, the
softener must be rinsed with a predetermined
amount of clean water. During the rinsing, the
water is allowed to flow over the zeolite from top
to bottom. This washes the chlorides of calciunl,
magnesium, and excess salt into the drain. After
this,, the softening cycle may start all over again.

8. When you know the capacity of a water
softener, you can check its performance efficiency.
For example, if a sodium-zeolite unit hai an ex-
change capacity of 250 kilograins [1 kilograin
(kgr) is equal to 1000 grains (g)] and the raw,
unsoftened water has 10 g Of hardness per gallon,
the unit 'can soften 25,000 gallons (250 kgr X
1000 g 10 g = 25,000 gal) of water between

RAWWATER
INLET

. .,

regenerations. Should the unit show the need for
regeneration after processing only 20,000 gallons
of the same 10-grain hardness of water, then the

20,000 gal
efficiency of the unit is 80 'percent 425,000 gal
X 100 percent = 80 percent). You/should often
check the efficiency of the water softener. If it
shows a marked decrease in efficiency, you should
determine whether the hardness of the Taw water
has changed or if the change is due to other factors.

9. Lime-soda. The lime-soda softener is used
to precipitate the hardness salts of .calcium 'and
magnesium from the water. A typical limersoda
water softener is shown in-figure 21. When using
this hot process lime-soda water softener you
should strictly . follow the manufacturer's
instructions. .

10. The hard *ater is heated to 212° F., or
higher, by using live steam or exhaust steam in a
jet, tray, or eaerating heater. The high oper-
ating tempe ure develops maximum treatment
efficiency. A .mixture of lime and soda ash is
added to the hot water causing the hardness salts
to precipitate. The soft water settles to the bottom
of the tank, then rises through the pptake cylinder,
and flows to the filter. The softening process takes
from 1 to 2 hours. The filter removes the remain-
ing precipitate and leaves the water clear. The
heater element must be thoroughly vented at all
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times 30 that the diwolved gases will be removed.
The softener should be regenerated in accordance
with the manufacturer's instrvtions.

11. Lime-soda softening equipment requires
special maintenance to insure the efficient opera-
tion of heaters, filters, and chemical feed pumps.
All equipment including pumps, meters, valves,
motors, and the like, must be inspected periodical-
ly and adjusted according to the manufacturer's
instructions in order to get proper service froin
the unit.

12. Hydrogen-zeolite. The hydrogen-zeolite
acid cycle softener is used when it is necessary to
reduce alkalinity and soften the water at the same
time. Consequently, these softeners are not widely
used in the military. This type of water softener
is used' only where special water problems are
involved. The softeners themselves can present
quite a problem when they are not properly oper-
ated. When you are adding acid to the water,
you can very easily develop acid corrosion in the
system.

13. The proper operation and maintenance
'procedures are normally furnished with the
softener by its manufacturer. Hydrogen-zeolite .
softeners vary considerably with each unit; there-
fore, we will not attempt to discuss the differences
in each of these units.

14. Deaerators. Deaerators and deaerating
heaters are of the tray type and the spray type,
depending upon the method used to break up the
water. Figure 22 illustrates a fray-type deaer-
ating heater. During operation, the water passes
through the vent condenser, enters the spray dis-
tributor, and is sprayed upward. The water breaks
into small droplets and is forced into intimate
contifet -with the steam. Most of the noncon-
densable gases are eliminated and the water is
heated almost to a steaming temperature. When
the water reaches the temperature of saturated
steam, corresponding to the pressure in the
deaerator, the gases are completely liberated. The
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deaerated water then goes from the tray section
into the storage reservoir.

15. A float assembly (nOt shown) similar to
the ones shown in figures 21 and 23, that actuate
the water-control valves, controls the water level
in the tray-type deaerating heater. The steam
enters through a nozzle in the side of the \shell
and flows through perforations in the top plate
of the tray section. Here it meets the water
sprayed upwards from the distributor. Most of
the steam is condensed by the time it passes
through the tray stack. The remaining steam and
any noncondensable gases enter the vent con-
denser. There the gaseeare discharged into the
atmosphere, but the last of the steam is con-
densed and the water drains back into the unit.

16. In the spraytype deaerating heater the
water is broken up by spray valves instead of
being allowed to cascade through a tray stack.
Figure 23 illustrates a spray .deaerating heater.
The water is heated to t4e saturation temperature.
Other than the differekce in which the water is
broken up, the spray deaerating heater works in
much the same way as the tray-type.

17. Deminerallzers. Demineralization is the
process of removing mineral salts from the water
by ion exchange. With most water supplies it is
pqssible to remove salts to an equal or even
greater extent than would be possible,by distilla-
tion. Demineralization involves two ion exchange
reactions. First, the cations, such as calcium,
magnesium, and sodium, are removed in a hydro-
gen cation exchanger. This is the same process
as the hydrogen-zeolite cycle you have just pre-
viously studied. In a sense you might even con-
sider water softeners as types of demineralizers.
Second, the anions, such as sulfate and chloride,
are removed in an anion exchanger, which is
usually regenerated with caustic soda.

18. The demineralization process is expensive
and, therefore, is limited to applications where

1severe operating conditions occur.
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Treatment of Boiler Water

VOR MANY YEARS man has been boiling
water for various reasons. One important rea-

son is for the purpose of heating his home later
his place of business. It was only a comparatively
few years ago, however, when he discovered that
just any kind of water should not be used in
boilers. Up to this time the boiler operator ac-
cepte4 a dirty boiler as a necessary evil. The only
treatment used at that time to combat the dirty-
boiler condition was an annual cleaning. In recent
years great strides have been made in the cheniical
development of feed-water treatment to protect
the boiler. Today the different feed-water tests
and treatments have been made so simple that
the operator no longer has to be a chemist. The
major requirements.4 a good boiler operator
are an interest in his job and the proper back-
ground to give him a good understanding of his
job. With these qualifications and the proper
equipment, almost anyone can become a "boiler-
room chemist."

2. The chemical treatment of boiler water has
helped to increase efficiency and minimize damage
to the boiler. It cuts down the scale formation that
formerly collected on the internal surfaces of the
boiler and reduces the deterioration of the boiler
metal caused by corrosion.

3. In this chapter you will have the opportunity
of studying discussions that contain knowledges
needed when you are assigned the responsibility
of treating boiler water. We will discuss the
characteristics of water, reasons for water treat-
ment and water-treatment requirements, care of
idle boilers, condensate return and return lines,
function of chemicals, standard high-pressure
treatment, special treatments and chemicals pro-
curement, mixing chemicals, admission of chem-
icals to the boiler, testing boiler water, and the
control of boiler water treatment.

4. As you study about, the treatment of boiler
water, you should keep in mind the reason for
treating raw makeup water and boiler water.

8. Characteristics of Water
1. Natural water can be divided into two

categories: surface water and ground water. Sur-
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face water . comes from su.:n sources as lakes,
rivers; streamg, and reservoirs. Ground water is
taken from such sources as wells, springs, and
underground rivers.

2. Natural water usually contains some im-
purities such as acids, scale-forming calcium and
magnesium, dissolved and suspended oxygen, and
carbon dioxide (CO2). Raw water may also
contain particles of soil and organic matter. Water
sources in or close to industrial areas may contain
factory wastes. Factoryowastes often contain acids,
alkalis, or other materials that are harmful to a
boiler. The acids and alkalis, when not properly
controlled or eliminated, can cause metal brittle-
ness and the corrosion that results in pits and holes
in the boiler metal.

9. Purpose of Water Treatment
I. The major objectives of water treatment

are to prevent boiler scale formation and corrosion.
Successful water treatment pennits ready removal,
by blowdown, of most of the sludge, forme4 by
the treatment, in the boiler water. It pro des
corrosion control, prevents boiler water ftm
making the boiler metal brittle, eliminates the
possibility of the boiler water foaming and priming
from the boiler into the distribution lines. Water
treatment also keeps the concentration of dissolved
solids below the point which requires excessive
blowdown.

2. You notice we have Mentioned the word
"blowdown." This is the word used by people in-
the heating field to describe the removal of foreign
matter from the bottom of the boiler by draining
the water from the boiler under pressure. Water
treatment must also provide protection for other
equipment in the system as well as steam and
condensate return lines. It prevents corrosion- or
deposition in boiler feed lines and feed-water
heaters. At this point we will discuss some types
of feed-water treatment.

3. Types of Treatment. Many of the objectives
of water treatment are best achieved mechanical-
ly with deaerators, softeners, sad demineralizers.
These devices were discussed in Chapter 1 of
this memorandum. In this chapter, however, we

r0,1



are primarily concerned with the chencal treat-
ment of water.

4. The chemical treatment of makeup water
and boiler water falls into two distinct types of
treatment external and internal which are
discussed next.

5. External. The external treatment of water
entails the pretreatment of makeup water to
control its alkalinity and to remove scale-forming
materiala and gases before the water enters the
boiler. External treatment is subdivided into
two general classifications. The first is the
ion-exchange method which converts the scale-

/forming compounds of calcium and magnesium
ions to non-scale-forming compounds of sodium
and hydrogen ions. The second is the precipi-
tation method which provides for sedimentation
of the scale-forming materials from the boiler
feed water before the water enters the boiler..
An example of the first is the zeolite treatment,
and an example of the second is the lime-soda
process; both methods were discussed in detail
in Chapter 1.

6. Internal. Many methods of internal boiler
water treatments are used. Most of these treat-
ments use carefully controlled boiler water alka-
linity, an alkaline phosphate, and an organic
tannin. The organic tannin is designed to absorb
oxygen, to keep the boiler steel from becoming
brittle, and to diffuse the solids in the boiler
water. Because of the economy of treatment
costs and the simplicity of chemical concentra-
tion control, the alkaline phosphate-tannin
method of internal treatment is preferred for
military boilers. When properly applied and
controlled, this treatment prevents the for-
mation of scale on the internal boiler tubes and
the shell.

7. The chemical treatmen1 of boilers is
recorded on water testing and treatment logs
which are f orwarded to .higher headquarters
for monitoring. The instructions for maintaining
these logs are usually contained on the back of
the log sheet; however, in most cases you will
not be required to maintain the logs without
supervision until you reach a high skill level.

8. Technical Assistance. Technical assistance
is available to all military headquarters for
training personnel in- the control of chemical
treatment, including testing procedures and re-
lated problems, such as return-line corrosion,
feed-water *ter operation, problems pertaining
to the ,treatment of steam, condensate boiler
feed water, and boiler water.

9. Water samples that are to -be shipped to
either the Bureau of Mines or a major com-
mand for technical assistance testing are pre-
pared for shipment in accordance with instructions

that will be furnished by these organizations prior
to shipment of the sample.

10. Water Treatment Requirements
1. The basic requirements for the treatment of

boiler water vary according to the materials used
in the construction of steam.distribution and feed-
water systems. The operating pressure, the
capacity of the boiler, and the condition of. the
water available are also factors to be considered
in treating the water to be used, in the boiler.

2. Methbds of Boiler Water Treahitept. Since
the type of chemical treatment, method of control,
and application vary with the type of boiler, the
following information can only be a guide to
water treatment.

3. Steam steel boilers are operated at either
high pressure or low p\vssure and are consequently
classified as high horsepower, rated at 100 horse-
power or more, and low horsepower, rated at
less than 100 horsepower. The water used in high-
pressure steam 'steel boilers (operating at pres-
sure above 15 psi) is treated with caustic soda
in combination with sodium metaphosphate and
tannin. Boilers under 10 horsepower are exempt,
unless local conditions warrant such treatment.
The water used in low-pressure steam steel-type
boilers (operating at 15 psi or less) is treated
with caustic soda if corrosion is noticed. When
the formation of scale is observed, these boilers

° are treated with caustic soda in combination with
sodium metaphosphate and tannin. The treatment
is controlled as with high-pressure boilers.

4. The water' used in low-pressure cast-iron
boilers is not treated unless the formation of scale
is observed. When such treatment is necessiary,
caustic soda in combination with sodium --ffieta-
phosphate and tannin are used as with high-
pressure boi

5. Met
boiler is
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ods of Cleaning Boilers. Before a

laced in operation, attention should be
given to the chemical treatment of the boiler
water. New boilers may have oil and other foreign
materials present in the steam and water spaces.
Used boilers often have some scale and corrosion
present. A complete boiler inspection, by an
approved agency, should be made prior to the
initial operation of the boiler.

6. New boilers. After a new boiler has been
installed, it is usially necessary to remove solid
foreign materials left in the steam and water
spaces during boiler fabrication. Many times oil
is on the metal surfaces Of new boilers and must
be removed. The removal of the foreign materials
and oil generally cannot be done by using only
hot water. In most cases it is necessary to use
chemicals in the hot water to change the form of
the materials in order to remove them.
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7. All of the loose foreign materials possible
should bo taken from the boiler by hand. Als , the
surfaces that can. be reached by hand sho
scrubbed with a wire brush. After the bru
the boiler should be filled with water, TI

d be
hing,
n 3

pounds of caustic soda, 3 pounds of disddiurn
phosphate, and 1 pound of sodium nitrate should
be added for each 1000 pounds of water capacity.
This water should be boiled in the boiler for 24 to
48 hours. You should maintain about one-half of
the normal operating pressure in high-pressure
boilers.

8. The steam generated during the boiling-
out process should not be used because it is
usually contaminated. After the hoilout has been
completed, you should drain the boiler and flush
it thoroughly with hot water. You should make
sure that none of the chemicals used in the boilout
remain in the boiler. Even after the bailout, some
oil residue may remain in the boiler. The oil can
cause foaming of the boiler water and con-
tamination of the steam; therefore, adequate
blowdown of the new boiler should be provided
during its first week of operation.
4 9. Scaled and corroded boilers. Many used

boilers contain scale and corrosion at the time
they are being reinstalled. Other boilers in their
present installation are in this.condition because
of the lack of proper water treatment. When you
are confronted with boilers in this condition,
you should thoroughly inspect them to determine
the extent of scaling and corrosion. If the
corrosion appears to be serious, an immediate
boiler inspection should be made by your corn-,
mand headquarters or by an approved boiler
inspection agency. The scale will probably be
removed during the inspection. The inspector will
usually direct that your organization clean out
all of the loose scale and manually remove as
much of the scale adhering to the boiler as
possible by brushing and scraping. Then, the
boiler should be closed and have the same amount
of chemicals added for each 1000 pounds of water
as for new boilers. The chemicals are added to
the boiler at the same time water is fed into the
boiler. The boiler should be fine4 to the normal
water level. The vent openings must be left open
so that the gases from the treated water can
escape as the water is heated.

10. The water is usually heated by building a
small wood fire in the furnace of the boilerand
raising the temperature of the water to approxi-
mately 200° F. You maintain this temperature
from 24 to 48 hours. You also add makeup
water, as required, during this period to keep
the boiler filled to the base of the safety valve.
The reason for filling the boiler to the bottom of
the safety valve is to make sure that all of the

boiler surfaces contacted by boiler water will be
treated.

11. The treated water is tested during this

boilolit period. Also, enough caustic soda and
sodium metaphosphate are added tglinaintain
concentiations of 300 ppm to 500 ppm (parts of
chemicals per million parts of water) of causticity
(cdustic soda) and 100 ppm to 150 ppm of
phosphate. At the end of the boilout period, you
should open the boiler and remove any loose
sludge or scale. Particularly, care should be
taken to insure that all of this sludge is removed
from the bailer. If the remaining scale and sludge
are not removed and the boiler is operated, the
residual scale can cause faulty operation and the
sludge formation can cause damage to the boiler.
Sludge is formed from disintegrated scale and
the boiler should be taken out of service at fre-
quent intervals to remove this matter.

11. Care of Idle Boilers
I. Serious corrosion can take place in a sound

boiler while the boiler is idle. The corrosion is
caused by oxygen dissolved in the water. If
oxygen is permitted to dissolve in small pools of
water in the boiler, concentrated, localized cor-
rosion will occur. It is not always possible to
eliminate air, whick,\contains oxygen, from the
boiler. It is possible, however, to dry the boiler
and follow procedures which will insure that
moisture will not again form upon exposed metal
surfaces. Out-of-service boilers may often be
requirnpi to resume operation in 4 to 6 hours.
Under these conditions, it is not practical to drain
the water from the boiler. Unless the boiler is
sealed and contains water, there will not be time
to meet the steam demand. For this situation an
alternate method of boiler, layup is recommended
which protects the boiler metal and maintains the

boiler in a standby condition. The following
information will help you protect 'boiler metal
against corrosion during an out-of-service period.

2. i Dry Boiler Method (Quicklime). The dry
method of boiler storing, sometimes called lay up,
is normally used when it is necessary to store the
boiler for long periods of timeusually over
30 days. If it becomes necessary for you to store
a boiler by the dry method, you should first take
the boiler out of service and then drain all loose

st, scale, and sludge that you can. You should
fro this with a stiff wire brush. All the internal

surfaces of the boiler that you can reach should be
cleaned. You should break the boiler feed-water
and steam connections to keep out the moisture.
Also, close off the end of the line with either a
blank flangeor a cap, depending upon the type of
connection. Figure 24 shows a typical four-hole
blank flange and a 3-inch pipe c'ap.
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Figure 24. Typical forhole flange and 3-inch pipe cap.

3. Next, you build a small wood fire in the
furnace of the boiler. You maintain the fire for
at least 2 hours, or until an inspection shows that
there is no moisture on the internal sections of
the boiler. Then, place one or more wood or
plastic trays of quicklime in the boiler at the rate
of 20 pounds of quicklime per 100 boiler horse-.
poweiL, or 2 pounds per 1000 gallons of water
capacity. The lime absorbs any moisture that
might geiminto the boiler. It is important that the
quicklime does not contact the metal surface of
the boner. The lime will attack metal when it
becomes moist. To prevent this, you should place
the trays on wood blocks. Now, you seal the
boiler tightly. You should make periodic inspec-
tions of the lime containers to determine if the
lime is still dry. If the quicklime becomes moist,
it must be replaced, the boiler dried out, and the
openings resealed.

4. Wet Boiler Method. When it is necessary
to store boilers for short periods ('up to 39 days),
you will find that the wet method is usually the
best, especially if the boilerplant is currently on
standby service. When storing a boiler Iv the wet
method, you should drain and clean the scale,
rust, and other foreign material out of the boiler.
After this ha4 been done, you should clean all of
the internal surfaces that you can reach with a
stiff wire brush and then flush the boiler with hot
water. The openings of the boiler should then
be closed again.

5. If the boilerplant is equipped with a feed-
water heater, you fill the boiler with water which
has been boiled in the heater. If feed water from
a heater is not available, you use either the return
condensate or raw water in the boiler. No air-
spaces should be left in the boiler. Approximately
1,punce of caustic soda and 2 ounces of sodium
silifite to 100 pounds of water are placed in the
boiler,

6. Next, you build a small wood fire in the
furnace of the boiler. Then, remove the safety
valve and boil the water inside the boiler under
atmospheric pressure for 2 hours to insure the
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circulation of the chemicals. After the boilout
has jbeen completed, you should install the safety
valve and seal the boiler.

7. It is necessary to make periodic inspec-
tions to insure the maintenance of the proper
water level. You must replace all water losses
from the boiler. Under these conditions, it may
also be necessary to place additional chemicals in
the boiler. You can determine this need by using
Bureau of Mines test kits. Concentrations of
hydroxides , (causticity) (OH) should be main-
tained at approximately 200 ppm. When the
water in the boiler has cooled, you tightly close
all of the vents and seal the boiler from the
atmosphere.

8. Before regular operation is resumed, you
drain the boiler water to the proper level. Then,
m. tlw chemical tests for causticity, phosphate,
annin, and total dissolved solids. You blow

down the boiler and feed in chemicals according
to the test results. Prior to lighting the boiler, you
should rnake a thorough check of it and the
auxiliary equipment to make sure everything is
in,proper operating condition.

12. Condensate Retur4i-d Lines
1. The corrosion of concWnsate return lines is

a serious maintenance and operating problem.
Cause of this corrosion appears to be related to
the carbon dioxide (C00) content of the retuin
condensate. When the CO2 concentration of
return condensate is high, the corrosion of return
lines and the nipples following traps is pronounced.
When the CO9 concentration is low, corrosion
occurs to a lesser degree. Th type of corrosion
cannot be controlled with equal success in all
installations because some makeup waters contain
more bicarbonate than do others. The bicarbonate
breaks down as a result of temperatures in the
boiler and liberates CO,, into the steam in the
boiler. The COn is not active while it is in the
steam, but it dces become active to form carbonic
acid when condensed with the steam as condensate.

2. The corrosion of return lines is minimized
by admitting less bicarbonate (concentrated in
makeup water) to the boiler system. This entails
the reduction of water losses in the steam-gener-
ating and return systems. Bicarbonate may be
rernoveCfrom the boiler feed water bdore its
entry to the boiler by preheating and deaerating
makeup water. The corrosive effect of CO2° is
partially neutralized by chemical treatment of the
condensate with amines (derivatives of ammonia).

3. Feed-Water. Makeup Rates. The .percent-
age of makeup water used in a boiler is an index
that can be used to evaluate maintenance effective-
ness and indicate the degree of operating efficiency.
The following percentages indicate the maximum
quantities of feed water that may be expected

do'
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with properly operated and maintained systems to
provide steam to the facilities indicated. The
makeup rate of feed water for central heating
plants is equal to 5 to 10 percent of the steam
produced; laundries, 5 to 15 percent; hospitals
(winter), 5 to 10 percent; and hospitals (sum-
mer), 15 to 25 percent.

.4. Excessive Boiler Slowdown. Blowdown
should be given a boiler primarily to control solids
in the boiler water within specified limits. Any
additional blowdown results in heat waste and
necessitates the replacement of the water blown
from the boiler with a raw makeup water.

5. Feed-Water Heater Operation. If a feed-
water heater is operated at a temperature cor-
responding to the operating temperature of the
boiler, then oxygen is Mmoved from the feed
water. The bicarbonate contained in the raw
water is also partially broken down by the tem-
perature within thelleater, and a large part of the
CO2 formed as a result of this breakdown is
eliminated through the heater vent. Any free CO2
contalne4in the raw water is also eliminated. You
will recalPthat we discussed feed-w er heaters in

Chapter 1.
6. Chemical Treatment of Cond sate. When

all possible losses of water and steam from a
boiler plant are eliminated, chemical treatment
of the condensate is instituted to remove the CO2.
Unless such losses are reduced to a minimum, the
cost of this chemical treatment is excessive and
corrosion cannot be inhibited. Figure 25 shows
sections of return lines that have not been properly
treated to prevent corrosion. The chemicals used
for this purpose are alkaline amines. These alka-
line amines are introduced directly into the boiler
water and vaporize with the steam. The alkaline

RESULTS OF CORROSION

NO CORROSION

Figure 25. Comparison of corroded lines and lines
tint corroded.
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is carried in the steam and combiRes with
CO2 in the condensate and makes the CO2Thactive.
The combined 002 and amine is then reintroduced
into the boiler in the feed water where the alka-
line amine vaporizes again. Amine treatment is
instituted only after a careful survey of corrosion
conditions and then only with the permission of
the command headquarters.

7. When the steam is to be used for sterilizing
materials in hospitals or in direct contact cooking
in dining halls, amines shoUld not be used unless
a special type of amine which will not cause sick-
ness and 'endanger the health of personnel is
procured.

13. Function of Chemkals
1. The chemicals used in the treatment of

boiltanvater have the definite function of prevent-
ing the formation of scale and corrosion of the
boiler metal. When tannin, Caustic soda, amines,
sodium phosphate, sodium sulfite, and antifoam
are included in the boiler water, each chemical has
a specific purpose. Fgf. example, sodium sulfite
is used to control the oxygen in boiler water, and
caustic soda is used to control the acid content.
Tannin is used to control sludge- fluidity, and phos-
phate is used to control the calcium scale. Anti-
foam, of course, is used to prevent the foaming
of the water in the boiler.

14. Standard High-Pressure Treatment

1. The standard high-pressure treatment of

water consists of introducing the proper amounts
of caustic soda, sodium sulfite, phosphate, and
tannin into the boiler. Caustic soda provides alka-
linity in the form of free hydroxide to neutralize
the acid materials in the water. Alkalinity in the
water is necessary to prevent corrosion. The rela-
tionships between acidity and alkalinity are deter-
mined by pH readings, such as those given in the
pH scale shown in figure 26. You will see on
the scale that when-the pH reading is below 7, the
water is acid; when the scale reading is above 7,
the water is alkaline. You wifi also note that when
the reading is exactly 7, the water is neutral
neither alkaline nor acid.

2. The sodium phosphate combines with some
of the free hydroxide, formed by caustic soda,
to form trisodium phosphate. Trisodium phos-
phate combines with calcium salts to form tri-
calcium phosphate, a soft, nonadhering, finely
divided sludge which can be easily removed from
the boiler by blowdown. A pH scale reading above
9.5 is therefore maintained to cause the calcium tO
precipitate (settle out).

3. Tannin is an oxygen absorber and acts as
a dispersing agent of the insoluble solids contained
in boiler water, and it prevents excess accumula-
tions of sludge in the lower parts of the boiler.
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Figare 26. The pH scale.

This makes possible the effective removal of
solids by properly applied boiler breakdown.
Sodium sulfite, an oxygen scavenger, is used to
eliminate oxygen from the water and 4 used in
addition to tannin.

15. Special Treatment and Procurement
of Chemicals

1. There are many ways of treating the water
used-for various purposes on an Army post. How-
ever, you are mainly interested here in the
stocial treatments required for boiler water. You
snould take note at this point that your major
command must be contacted for approval before
any of the chemicals are used. The approval
will also direct the chemicals to be used and tell
how they should be used. Special treatments of
the water used in the steam boiler and the pro-
curement of the chemicals used in these treat-
ments are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.,

2. Caustic Soda. Caustic soda can normally be
procured locally and can be purchased in 100-
pound steel drums if desired. YoiS should specify
flake or granular caustic soda 'containing not less
than 76 percent NA2O.

3. Sodium Phosphate. Sodium phosphate can
be procured locally and is usually shipped in 100-
pound bags.

4. Tannin. Tannin generally can be procured
locally and is shipped in the form of brown crystals
in 100-pound bags.

5. Sodium Sulfite. Sodium sulfite can gen-
erally be procured locally. However, you should
specify anhydrous sodium sulfite, not less than
90-percent pure, for the treatment of boiler feed
water. Sodium sulfite removes oxygen from the
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feed water and boiler water. It takes about 8
pounds of sodium sulfite to combine with 1 pound
of oxygen to form sodium sulfate, a noncor-
roding agent.

6. Antifoam. Some raw waters contain ex-
cessive amounts of soluble salts and foaming is
enconntered unless excessive blowdown is used.
There are many compounds, available that sup-
press boiler water foaming. Therefore, the
tendency to foam can be decreased by changing
the surface tension of the water in the boiler with
an antifoam compound.

16. Mixing Chemicals
1 . Most of the chemicals used for treating

boiler water are dry when they are received and
are mixed with water just before they, are used to
prevent caking in.pumps and lines. These chem-
icals must be properly stored to prevent contamina-
tion and the absorption of water. If, foreign mat-
ter is allowed to contaminate the chemicals, the
foreign matter will probably be fed into the boiler
along with the chemicals. It is virtually impossible
°to remove some types of fo'reign materials from
the chemicals once they have become contam-
inated. When water is allowed to get into the
chemicils, many of them will react prematurely
and lose their strength. If only a small amount
of moisture comes in contaspwith the chemicals,
they will become caked ,afrd be difficult to mix
with the water.

2. Methods of Mixing. The methods of mixing
chemicals may vary greatly 'with various installa-
tions. However, there are some general rules that
should be used. The chemicals should ,not be
mixed in advance of the immediate requirements.
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Mixing the chemicals too long before they are to
be used defeats the purpose of the water treat-
ment and complicates controlling the individual
chemicals in the boiler water.

3. You should wear protective equipment
when you are mixing chemicals. The mixing
should be done at floor level to prevent,injury
to your eyes and face. Also; you should never
adti the water to the chemicals, but rather add
the chemicals to the water to prevent splashing.

4. Solution of chemicals. Tannin is dissolved
in hot water at approximately 160° F. to 180°
F. in a clean container. Stir "the solution until the

0,0 tannin is completely dissolved. You mix tite phos-
phate separately in water at approximately 200°
F. in a clean metal container, and stir the solution
until all of the phosphate is dissolved. Mix the
two solutions before placing them into a chemical
feeding device.

5. Apparatus for mixing. Placing a small
steam jet in the bottom of the dissolving vessel
will facilitate chemical mixing. Phosphate and
tannin are dissolved easily by placing the chemical
in a fine-mesh wire basket and suspending the
basket just beneath the water surface in the mixing
container, as shown in figure 27.

6. Solution of caustic soda. You -must not
use hot water when mixing the solution of caustic
soda, because splashing and serious injury can
result. Yuu wear goggles, rubber gloves,. and a
rub_ber--apron when mixing this chemical. You
are not to pour the cold water on the caustic soda,
but add the caustic soda gradually, with constant
stirring, to an adequate quantity of cold water.
The chemical action causes the solution container
to become hot; therefore, be careful when
handling it.

7. Solution of sodium sulfite. You should also
mix a sodium sulfite solution in cold water just,

before it is to be used. If it is mixed and exposed
to the air for long, the chemical becomes useless

WIRE BASKET
16 -MESH COPPER
OR STAINLESS
STEEL

CHEMICALS

SOLUTION
LEVEL,

BUCKET OR
OTHER 5-G4L
CONTAINER

ST Et144E7

Figure-27. The apparatus for mixing chemicals.
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for boiler water treatment. This is caused by air
from the surrounding area combining with the
sodium sulfite and neutralizing it.

8. Makeup of Chemical Dosag... Andividual
chemicals rather than ready-mixed chemical com-
pounds are used in boiler water treatment to better
control the concentrations of the individual chem-
icals. Improper chemical concentrations are not
effective in protecting the internal water-contacted
surfaces of the boiler dgainst scale and corrosion
and can cause damage. A chemical analysis of
the boiler water should be made so that the
chemical demands of the water can be determined.

17. Admission of Chemicals to the Boiler

1. Several methods are used to admit water
treatment chemicals into the boiler. The method
of admission used depends on the design of the
boilerplant and the chemical requirements of the
boiler water. You are going to study, some of

these methods of feeding in chemicals, which .are

discussed next.
2. Phosphate -Feeding. Phosphate combines

with the calcium and magnesium salts, in raw
water and precipitates (settles out) in the insol-
uble materials. If the phosphate solution is not
fed into the boiler almost immediately after being
mixed, some of its strength is lost. Consequently,
the loss of strength can be appreciably decreased
by feeding the chemical as quickly and directly
as possible into the boiler.

3: Pressure-Pot Feeder. A simple chemical
feeder can be fabricated with a piece of 6- to 8-
inch pipe 18 to 24 inches long, as shown in figure
28. Both ends of the pipe are sealed either 'by
capping or welding. The fabrication should allow

. for the application of boiler pressure to the, feeder.
Suitable valving and a funnel for admission and
discharge should also be installed. This type
of feeder pennits4the rapid-shot feed of chemicals
to the point of admiision.

4. Pressure-pot fecders are normally installed
in the bypass located on the discharge side of
the feed-water pump so that pump pressure can

be used to force the chemicals inp the boiler.
These .feeders should not be constrUcted of gal-
vanized pipe because of the adverse chemical
reaction to the galvanizing material.

5. Chemical Feed Pump. The most satisfac-
tory method of chemical admission for large

boiler plants is a properly designed chemical-feed
pump, either the continuous or shot-feed tpe.
Chemical-feed, can be controlled manually or by
automatic devices. To obtain closely controlled
continuous feeding, the chemical feed can be
proportioned to the flow of the feed water. This
can be done by connecting either the chemical
pump or the chemical-feed pump so that it is

actuated by the boiler-feed pump.
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Figure 28. A pot-type chemical feeder.

j6. Points of Admission. The point of chemical
admission varies with the individual boilerplant
and with the operating conditions. Therefore,
each installation presents an individual problem.

7. Boiler-feed suction. The chemical-feed
chamber for small boiler plants can be installed
at the boiler-feed pump suction connection. How-
ever, this is not desirable in all cases, because the
chemicals in some cases will cause the packing
in the pump to deteriorate and leak.

8.° Boiler-leed discharge. Some feed-chambers
are installed on the discharge side of the boiler-
feed pump. This type of installation eliminates
the possibility of damage to the pump and packing
that might be caused by chemical action.

9. Direct admission. When a steam heating
plant includes three or more boilers, the treatment
chemicals can be distributed effectively if the
chemicals are individually added directly to each
boiler. Individual feeders are instzlled so that
the chemicals are admitted into the feed line
beyond the feed-water regulator or into the boiler
proper.

10. Precautions. You should never plAe dry
chemicals in a chemical feeder or pump. This
practice plugs the chemical feed lines in a short
time: Make sure all piping and valves installed
with chemical feeders or pumps are designed ,to
withstand boiler pressure. Also, drain the feeder
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before introducing the chemicals. When draining
a feeder, you should close all pressure connections
to the feeder before opening the drain valve. This
prevents injury -to the operator by hot wateror
chemicals.

18. Testing Boiler Water
1. Boiler water should be tested tit stated

intervals to control boiler water treatment. The
frequency and eitent of these tests depenA on
the size and nature of the steam pet and on
the' extent of water control req ed. Your
command headquarters can specify other tests,
and the testing discussed here is only the mini-
mum required.

2. The water in high-pressure boilers (over
15 pounds pressure) is tested for causticity, phos-
phate, tannin, and total dissolved solids. The
water in high-horsepower plants is tested daily.
When, more than one boiler is in operation in a
boiler plant, the water in the boilers is tested
alternately.

3. The water in low-horsepower plants is
tested twice a week. When more than one boiler
is in operation, the boileis are tested alternately.

4. When treated for corrosion, the water in
low-pressure steam steel boilers (15 pounds pres-
sure and less) is tested for pH at frequent intervals
to insure that the pH reading of the boiler water
is 10.5 to 11.5.

5. Procurement of Testing Equipment. The
standard test kit for causticity, tannin, pH, and
phosphate determination is obtained through your
command headquarters (through channels` from
the Boiler Water Service, U.S. Bureau of Mines,
College Park, Maryland.

6. With the exception of the paCometer, all
reagents and replacement parts for the standard
test kits can be obtained upon request, free of
charge, from the Boiler Water Service, U.S. Bureau
of Mines, College Park, Maryland.

7. Boiler Water Sampling. To control the water
treatment, it is necessary that the boiler water
being tested represent the true 'condition of the
water inside the boiler. It is necessary to blow
down all sampling lines and connections to the
sampling points to clear the line of stagnant water
before the sample is collected.

8. Location of sampling point. When the
water column connections to the boiler are short
and direct, you blow down the water column
several times and draw a sample from the water-
column blowdown connections. A 1/4-inch
sampling connection should be provided ahead of
the water-colymn blowdown valve. Take the
sample from 'the water-tube boilers either from
the front drum or from the forward part of the
upper rear drum. Continuous blowdown connec-
tions that are properly located make good sampling
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Figure 29. An air-cooled sampling coil.

points. If the rear drum connection is close to
the feed-water inlet, you must be sure that the
sample is not diluted by feed water. If any-doubt
exists as to the proper location of the sampling
connection, consul t the Di rect or of Facilities
Office. All sample connections should be piped
to the floor level and have a valve near the end

of the line for convenienca and safety.

9. Flash samples. It is necessary to blow
down sampling lines several times to flush out any
stagnant water: At the sampling connection, you
attach a piece of rubber tubing which is long
enough to reach the bottom of the sampling con-
tainer. Then, adjust the flow to permit the collec-
tion of a 2-quart sample in 5 minutes. Avoid
excessive flashing and the use of too much time
in collecting the sample.

10. Sampling Coils. A sample of boiler water
is best drawn through a coolyig unit that prevents
flashing the water into steam and burning the
operator. There are several types of cooling coils
that can be fabricated locally for this purpose.

11. Atmospherically cooled coil. About 25
feet of 3/s- or 1/2-inch copper tubing that has been
bent into the shape of a large helix and suspended
in air (fig. 29) works well as an air-cooled
sampling coil when the sample is not drawn too
rapidly.

12. Water-cooled coil. Good results are ob-
tained by using 15 to 25 feet of 1/4-inch copper
tubing to form a coil approximately 6 inches in
diameter and about 10 inches high to make a
water-cooled sampling coil such as that shown
in figure 30. The coil is imthersed in a bucket of
cold water when a sample is being drawn. The
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coil Can also be fitted with detachable fittings to
permit its use at seve?ral locations.

13. Time of Sampling. All samples musi be
drawn immediately before the regular blowdown
and before the chemicals are added. This is
done so that the minimum concentrations of chem-
icals available in the boiler and the maximum total
dissolved solids cohtent of the boiler water can
be determined: When feed water is allOwed to
go into the boiler just prior to drawing a' sample,
the sample may be diluted and not be repre-
sentative of the chemical concentrations in the
boiler.

14. Methods of Testing. The ,step-by-step
methods for testing boiler water can be obtained
through channels from the Boiler Water Service,
US: Department of Interior, U.S. Bureau of
Mines, College Park, Maryland. Howeyer, we
are going to give you some general information
so that you may gain a better insight to boiler
water testing.

15. Causticity test. The causticity test is used
to determine the amohnt of free hydroxide (OH)
kn the boiler water. The use of caustic soda, or
the breakdown and conversion of the natural
bicarbonates in raw or any treated water, makes
the boiler water caustic.

16. When the boiler water is colored by organic
matter such as tannin, fill two tese tubes, ob-
tained from the Bureau of Mines test kit, with the
proper amount of boilei water from the sample
container. When filling the tubes, you should
be careful not to get any of the sludge that has
settled on the bottom of the sample container into
the test tubes. At this time add the first causticity
reagent (Nr. 1, barium chloride solution) and
mix it with the water in the test tubes. Then allow
the tubes to rest undisturbed in the test tube rack

IS' TO 25' OF 1/4" COPPER TUBING

COOLING
JACKET
9' DIAMETER
18" LONG

1/2"

X
COOLING-WATER INLET

COOLING
WATER

OUTLET

SAMPLING
CONTAINER
(I GAL)

Figure 30. A typical water-cooled sampling



while precipitate forms and settles to the bottoms
of the tubes. The precipitating process takes about
15 minutes.

17. Next, about half of the water from each
test tube is transferred to the third test tube, from
the kit, which has a long, or 30-ml mark on it.
The solution should be pink. When the solution
turns pink, there is causticity in the water. If the
solution is not pink, add 2 drops of phenolphtha-
lein indicator. If the mixture does not turn pink
after the indicator has been added, there is no
causticity in the water.

18. To determine the amount of causticity in
the pink sample, add the second causticity reagent-
(Nr. 2, one-thirtieth-strength hydrochloride acid)
to the solution, drop-by-drop, while stirring the
solution until the pink color disappears. Stop

4 adding this causticity reagent (Nr. 2) as soon as
the pink color fades out. The amount of this
reagent used is indicated by the marks on the
test tube that are above the long mark. Five
milliliters of reagent are required to raise the
level in the test tube from one mark on the tube
to the next mark. Fractional distances can be
estimated fairly accurately. For example, if the
tube is filled three-fifths Of the distance from the
long mark to /the next mark above it, about
3 milliliters of causticity reagent (Nr. 2) have
been used. When the distance filled is past the
first mark above the long mark, then 3 milliliters
plus 5 milliliters, or 8 milliliters, have been used.

19. After the amount of causticity reap&
(Nr. 2) used has been determined, you will need
to find the ppmthe number of parts of causticity
to a million parts of water. To determine the
ppm, you multiply the milliliters of reagent (Nr. 2)
used by the constant number 23. For example,
if 8 milliliters of reagent (Nr. 2) are used, you
would have (8 milliliters x 23 = 184 parts per
million) 184 ppm of causticity. The desired
amount of causticity is between 20 ppm and
200 ppm.

20. Phosphate test. The phosphate test is
conducted to determine the amount of soluble
phosphate in the boiler water and thereby to
control the amount of phosphate to be added to
the water. To make this test, fill two test tubes
from the Bureau of Mines test kit about half
full of water taken from the boiler water sample
container. Be careful not to disturb the sediment
in the bottom of the sample container.

21.- After the water is in the test tubes, mix
one-fourth of a teaspoon of decolorizing carbon
into the water in each test tube to remove any
organic color ,existing in the water. Then filter
the water-decolorizing carbon solution into the
test kit comparator mixing tube.. The first mark
on the mixing tube is the 5-milliliter (m1) mark.
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As the water is filtered into this tube, allow the
water to accumuli`t.emo the first mark.

22. Now, add 10 milliliters of comparator
molybdate to the solution in the mixing tube.
This fills it to the third, or 15 milliliter, mark.
/After this has been done, add fresh dilute stan-
nous chloride to bring the level to the 17.5 miii-
liter mark. Mix the stannous chloride according
to the instructions received with the, phosphate
test kit from the Bureau of Mines.

23. When you have added dilute stannous
chloride to the solution of water and comparator
molybdate reagent, the solution should turn blue
if there is phosphate in the boiler water.

24. Use a comparator to determine the con-
centration of the phosphate. Place the test tube
containing the test solution-in the slot provided
in the comparator block. If the color comes
between the two standards of 30 to 60 ppm in
the comparator, the boiler water is satisfactory.
However, if the color is lighter than the 30-ppm
standard,,you should add phosphate to the boiler.
If the color is darker than the 60-ppm standard,
the phosphate concentration is too high.

25.. Tannin test. The tannin test is used to
visually determine the approilmate amount of
'tannin in the boiler water, btkt it does not differ-
entiate between oxidized and unoxidized tannins.
to make the test, Alter a cooled sample of the
boiler water into a standard test tube taken from
the Bureau of Mines test kit. The reason for
filtering the sample is to remove any suspended
solid matter that Might be in the water. It may
be necessary to filter the sample more than once
to get out all of the suspended matter and obtain
true tannin color.

26. To aid in determining the concentration,
place the sample in the tannin comparator block.
Once you have placed' the sample in the com-
parator block, move it from standard to standard
until it closely matches one of the color standards.
These color standards are designated as vbry light,
light, medium, dark, and 'very dark. The proper
concentration shoUld be about medium or the
color of dark tea. If the concentration is low,
add tannin. If the concentration is high in the
boiler, dilute it with water. When you have estab-
lished the color standard of the sample, give the
information to the person who enters such infor-
mation in the appropriate column of the Boiler
Water Treatment Operating Log.

27. , Total dissolved solids test. The total 'dis-
solved solids test is used to determine the con-
centration of soluble salts in boiler water. In
most steamplants this test is made with a can-
dugtivity solo-bridge. The solo-bridge test cell
normally uses 60-cycle, 110-volt ac electric power.
This test .indicates the frequency, and amount of
blowdown required.
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28. Rinse a clean 200-mm by 38-mm test tube
with some of the boiler water sample and pour
60 milliliters of the sample into the tube without
disturbing the settled sludge. You must mark
the tube with a file or crayon at the 60-milliliter
level. This point is about 5 inches from the top
of the tube. (If desirable, you should make a
special rack or other support for the test tube.)
Now, add 1-Milliliter of conductivity neutralizing
solution (two 3/2-milliliter droppers filled to the
mark) to the sample.

29. After the test cell has been turned on,
thoroughly wash the probe of the tester in dis-
tilled water containing 1 milliliter of conductivity
neutralizing solution. Then, you must shake the
tester until all of the distilled water has evapo-
rated from the probe. The removal of the distilled
water from the probe is necessary so that you
will not dilute the sample and cause a false
reading.

30. Allow the conductivity solo-bridge to
warm up for at least 1 minute to get accurate
results from the test. Obtain the temperature of
the sample with an armored thermometer. Then
set the pointer of the solo-bridge temperature
scale at the temperature indicated by the ther-
mometer. When the temperature scale on the solo-
bridge has been set, place the probe in the sample
of boiler water. You move it up and down several
times to remove all the air bubbles inside the
cell shield.

31. Immerse the cell on the probe in the water
sample to the point where the air vents on the
cell shield are submerged. Then turn the pointer
on the up'Per dial of the solo-bridge until the dark
segment of the electron tube reaches its widest
point and take a reading in microrahos. To con-
vert this reading on the solo-bridge to ppm, you
multiply the reading by the standard 'number
factor of 0.9. For eiample, If the dial reading
is 4000 micromhos and the standard factor is
0.9, the reSult is 3600 ppm (4000 micromhos X
0.9 = 3600 parts per million).

19. Control of Treatment

1. The most import an t factor in treating
boiler water to prevent scale and corrosion is the
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proper control of the chemicals used in the
treatment. Unless all chemicals are controlled
within the specified limits, the treatment is in-
effective and steam contamination results.

2. Specified Limits. The limits given here will
protect the boiler metal against scale and corro-
sion under average conditions, and they are
patterned after industrial practice based on the
application of this type of treatment. Under un-
usnal conditions, deviations from these standard
limits may be necessary. Amstudy of all the
factors involved is required to arrive at the
correct chemical concentration limits.

3. Standard causticity limits. The limits for
causticity concentration are between 20 ppm tnd
200 ppm, expressed as OH. Otherwise, caustic
soda is added to the boiler water to maintain the
causticity of it within these limits at all times.
When the water-supplied to a steam plant is high
in natural sodium bicarbonate or when the water
is sodium-process zeolite-treated, the use of
caustic soda is not always required.

4. Standard phosphate limits. The limits for
soluble phosphate content of boiler water are
between a 1/4= and N-inch-diameter spot accord,
ing to the spot-test method. This corresponds
to approximately 30 ppm to 60 ppm phosphate
as PO4. You add sodium phosphate to the'boiler
water to maintain the phosphate content of the
boiler water within these limits at all times:

5. Standard tannin limit. The limit for tannin
content in boiler water is a medium brown color,
as shown by the middle standard in the tannin
comparator.

6. Standard total dissolved solid limits. The
specified limits for boiler water total dissolved
solid content are between 1000 ppm and 4000
ppm. Thlt; boilers should be blown down suffi-
ciently to maintain these limits at all times.

7. Samples for Check Analysis. Part of the
procedure for proper treatment of boiler water
entails periodic submission of samples to an
adequately equipped laboratory for the purpose
of check analysis. The Boiler Water Service,
U.S. Bureau of Mines, College Park, Maryland,
performs a check analysis on samples submitted.



Steam Plants

D ROBABLY YOU have heard about steam and
steam power most of your life but never

realized just how ancient the use of steam really
is. The expansive power of steam was tried in
various applications as'Itznig as the third century
A.D. One man, by the name of "Hero," used
steam under pressure to operate a simple engine.
Even though the use of steam started many cen-
turies ago, it is just as modern as any other heating
system today. The type of boiler we have today,
however, was not developed until the 19th century.
This development of the steam-heating system
marked another step forward in the improvement
and development of the heating processes, and
it has kept pace with the other systems in the
heating group. This is true because the steam-
heating system also has its speci0 advantages,
and it fits 'in with certain heating requirements.

2. I. this chapter you will study ailbout the
requirements of 'the steam boiler, construction of
boilers, types of steam boilers, boiler fittings and
accessories, code requirement markings, pipe
identification markings, installations of steam
boilers, operating steam boilers, and maintaining
steam boilers.

3. You are interested,' we know, in doing
your very best as a heating systems specialist.
Consequently. you will be very interested in the
information contained in this chapter. What you
learn here may save your boiler and even your
life. What are steam boilers? Our first discussion
will tell you what they are.

20. Steam Boilers
I. The word "boiler" is commonly applied

to a closed vessel used for aenerating steam. This
steam generation is usually done -under pressure.
Since most boilers are used to produce steariv
all boilers are generally thoueht of as steam boilers
unless they arc designate& otherwise. In defining
a boiler. you could say "a boiler is a closed
(?.ssel in which steam is aenerated as a result of

the L.).nbustion of fuel." The term "steam gen-
erating unit* me,e accurately describes the present-
day equipment. Th,-,e. cteam generator units
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normally include all of the accessories, from fans,
feed pumps, and fuel burners to feed-water heaters
and economizers

2. Today central steam plants are used to
furnish steam to the hospitals, dining halls,
laundries, and other types of facilities on military
posts. The term "central steam plant" usually
means that the plant serves more than one build-
ing. A central heating plant has one or more
bailers which burn gas, oil, or coal as fuel, The
steam or high-temperature water that is gen-
erated is used for cleaning, sterilizing, cooking,
and laundering operations. Small heating boilers
play an important part in steam productidn, Fre-
quentl'y they are used to provide steam and hot
water for small buildings. Small units can also
be used to supply the steam needed to operate

_mobile emergency power equipment.
3. To acquaint you with some of the funda-

mentals underlying the process of steam gener-
ation, suppose that you set an open pan of water
on the stove and turn on the heat. You will find
that the heat causes the temperature of the water
to increase and, at the same time, to expand in
volume. °When the temperature reaches the.boiling
point (212° F. at sea level), a physical change
occurs in the water, and it starts vaporizing into
steam. The temperature of water will not indease
beyond the boiling point. Even if you add more
heat after the water starts to boil, the water will
not get any hotter as long as it remains at the
same pressure. If you hold the temperature at
a boiling point long enough, the water`will continue
to vaporize until the pan is dry.

Suppose, however, you place a clOse-fitting
lid on the pan of the boiling water. The lid pre-
vents the steam escaping sfrom the pan, and
results in a buildup of pressure inside' the con-
tainer. However, if a small opening is madeilin

,a the lid, the steam will escape at a uniform ?ate.
As long as any water remains in the vessel, and as
long as the pressure remain constant, the temper-
ature of the water and steam will remain constant
and equal.
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5. The steam boiler operates on the same basic
principle as the closed container of boiling water.
By way of comparison, it is true with the boiler
as with the closed container that the steam formed
by boiling tends to push against the water sides
of the vessel. Because of this downward pressure
on the surface of the water, a temperature in
excess of 212° F. is required for boiling. The
higher temperature is obtained simply by increasing
the supply of heat. Bear in mind, therefore, that
an increase in pressure means an increase in
boiling point temperature.

6. It is relatively simple to determine the
temperature of the waier once you know the steam
pressure. First, you determine the square root
of the steam pressure, then multiply this by 14
and add the constant number of 198. For example,
when the steam pressure is 100 pounds per square
inch on the gage (psig), the square root is 10.
When 10 is applied to the formula, the water
temperature is 338° F. (10 x 14 + 198 = 338).

7. Requirements of a Steam Boiler. A boiler
must meet certain requirements- before it is con-
sidered to be a satisfactory installation. It m4
be safe to operate, it must generate clean steath
at the desired rate and pressure, and it must be
economical to operate. A set of rules for con-
struction of stationary steam boilers, known as the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Boiler Construction Code, has been
widely adopted by insurance underwriters and
governmental agencies. This code contaids manda-
tory provisions for methods of construction and
installation, materials used, design features, and
recommended operating and inspection procedures.
Standard practice requires that a qualified boiler
inspector make an inspection at least once a year.

8. A boiler must have certain characteristics
to meet the requirements of economical operation
and the generation of clean steam at the desired
rate and pressure. There must be enough water
and steam capacity to prevent any fluctuation in
steam pressure or water level. It must have a
water surface of sufficient extent for the disengage-
ment of steam from the water to prevent foaming.
It must provide constant and thorough circulation
of the water throughout the boiler to be free from
the strains caused by unequal expansion. If pos-
sible, it should avoid having joints exposed to
the direct action of the fire. The combustion
chamber must be arranged so that the combustion
of the gases started in'the furnace can be com-
pleted before the gases can escape through the
chimney. The heating surface should be, as
nearly as possible, at right angles to the currents
of heated gases to break up the currents and
extract the maximum available heat from the
gases. All boiler parts should be readily acces-
sible for cleaning and repairs. These last points
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are of the greatest importance with Tegard to
safety and economy.

9. The boiler must be proportioned far the
work to be done and be capable of working to
its full rated capacity with the highest economy.
The boiler must be equipped with the very best
gages, safety valves, and other fixtures. There
must be some provision for receiving imptirities
from the water and removing them from the
boiler. The collecting areas should be located
where they do not come into direct contact with
the fire. This is true because the impurities keep
the water away from the heating surfaces and
cause hot spots that can damage the boiler.

10. Construction of Boilers. Boilers are con:
structed in many shapes and sizes. Of course,
the greater the steam capacity, the larger the
boiler. All boilers are constructed to incorporate
a funiace or firebox for burning the fuel; also,
they have provisions for passing hot gases over
the heat-absorbing surfaces. The heat-absorbing
surfaces are designed to have the hot gases on one
side and the boiler water on the other.

11. In most cases, baffles are provided in the
boiler to guide the gases over the most effective
route. These baffles also prolong the exit of the
gases from the furnace so that the maximum
amount of heat can be absorbed by the water.
Boilers are equipped with doors and accesi panels
which are used to clean the tubes and firesides
of the boilers. Plugs, handholes, and manholes
are also provided so that the watersides of the
boiler can be reached for cleaning. Access doors
are usually sealed or made airtight by the installa-
tion of asbestos rope or webbing around the door.
Manholes and handholes have gaskets made of
asbestos and fiber to seal around these openings.
These gaskets usually are replaced when annual
maintenance is performed or when a leak occurs
at either the manhole or the handhole that cannot
be stopped by tightening the holding nut.

12. Many low-pressUre boilers are constructed
of cast-iron sections which are bolted together.
The capacities of these boilers can be increased
by adding more sections. Other types of low-
and high-pressure boilers are made of good quality
sheet steel. These boilers consist of sections of
sheet steel formed to the required shapt and
electrically wlilded or riveted together. The com-
mon practice is for low-pressure boilers to be
electrically welded and high-pressure boilers to
be riveted.

13. Types of Steam Boilers. Steam boilers
made of cast iron and others constructed of steel
are normally further classified into two general
types: fire tube and water tube. Fire-tube boilers
were first used many centuries ago, but water-tube
boilers were not used until the 18th century.
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Figure 31. A typical locomotive boiler.

14. Fire-tube boilers. Fire-tube boilers are
those in which the byproducts of combustion pass
through the tubes and the water surrounds the

Aube. Fire-tube boilers of small and mediuni size
usually have a metal-walled combustion chamber
which is integral with the boiler. Because of their
ease of installation, fire-tube boilers are the most
popular type of steel boiler for low-pressure and
low-capacity purposes. Their design and con-
struCtion, however, are such that there is a definite
limitation in the size and pressure for which they
can be built. They are seldom used when require-
ments are above 150 psi design pressure. Their
overload is limited, and exit gas temperature rises
rapidly with an increased output. One advantage
is the large water storage capacity of this boiler.
Because of this feature, wide and sudden fluctua-
tions in the steam demand are met with little
change in pressure.

15. A boiler that has the combustion chamtker
incorporated as an integral part of the boiler is
usually referred to as a firebox boiler. Firebox
boilers require no masonry setting, except per-
haps an ashpit or floor for the combustion
chamber. Combustion gases travel from the fire-
box through the boiler tubes to a smokebox at
the back of the boiler. Then, they return through
the second set of boiler tubes to the front of the
boiler from which they are discharged to the
breaching or the smoke pipe.

16. There are three classes of fire-tube boilers:
the locomotive, the tubular, and the Scotch
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marine. Any of these boilers can be of single- or
double-pass construction. There are many ver-
sions of these three classes of boilers. Some of
the boilers are built to operate in the vertical
position lad of in the conventional horizontal
positi

1 . The loeomotive boiler, shown in figure 31,
has a steel firebox consisting of inner and onter
sheets that are held together with staybolts. The
bolts consist of threaded rods that are screwed
through threaded holes in the boiler metal sheets
and hold them rigid. All four sides of the firebox
are surrounded by water. The top metal sheet of
the firebox is called the crown sheet, .and it is
supported away from the shell by crown stay-
bolts and crown bolts. These crown sheets should
be inspeated periodically for leaks, deterioration,
and leaking crown staybolts or crown bolts. This
type of boiler is very similar in construction to
the boiler used on locomotives.

18. Th l4 ocomotive boiler has water legs that
extend d sides of the firebox. They also
serve is collecting places for the sediment that
precipitates out of the boiler water. The water
legs of the locomotive boiler are connected in
the rear to the blowdown lines so that the sedi-
ment can be removed from the boiler. This pre-
vents damage to the boiler from hot spots created
by the sediment keeping the water away from the
heating surfaces of the water legs of the boiler.
You will notice that the boiler shown in figure 31
has handholes for accessibility in cleaning the
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Figure 32. A typical horizontal return tubular boiler.

water legs. There is also a mAhole in the top
of the shell for access to the watersides.

19. The horizontal-return tubular boiler, often
called the HRT boiler, is used for industrial
heating (see fig. 32). .This boiler is round and
has one or two sets of tubes extending throughout
its length. The firebox must be constructed sep-
arately of firebrick. Approximately one-half of
the boiler extends beyond the firebox. Large
boilers are supported from the floor by four
columns, with the firebrick forming four sides of
the firebox. The initial cost of the HRT boiler
is relatively low, and it is not difficult to install.
The boiler setting can be readily changed to meet
different fuel requirementscoal, oil, wood, or
gas. Tube replacement is also a comparatively
easy task since all tubes in the HRT boiler are'
the same in size, length, and diameter.

20. The gas flow in the HRT boiler is from the
firebox toward the rear of the boiler, where the
gases are directed upward to the tubes by means
of a refractory baffle, then it returns through the
tubes to the front of the boiler where it is dis-
charged to the breeching, as shown in figure 32.
The HRT boiler has a pitch of 1 to 2 inches to
the rear. This allows sediment to settle toward
the rear. The fusible plug of the boiler is located
2 inches above the top row of tubes. Boilers
over 40 inches in diameter require a manhole in
the upper part of the shell. Those over 48 inches
in diameter must have a manhole in the lower
as well as the upper part of the shell. Don't fail
to familiarize yourself with the location of these
and other essential parts of the HRT boiler.

21. The Scotch marine boiler, shown in figure
33, is popular because of its compactness. It is
tubular in shape and has a built-in-firebox that
extends lengthwise through its center. The Scotch
marine boiler is a portable or package unit and
can be moved with ease and with a minimum
of foundation work. his a complete self-contained
unit which includes automatic controls, steel boiler,
and burner equipment. These features are ad-
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vantageous because no disassembly is required
when you have to take the boiler to the field for
emergency work or move it to a more suitable
location in the area.

22. The Scotch marine boiler has a two-pass
arrangement of the tubes, which run horizontally.
This allows the heat inside the tubes to travel back
and forth. It also has an internally fired furnace
with a cylindrical combustion chamber. Its cor-
rugated, sheet-metal firetrx makes suitable pro:-
vision for expansion. There is also a flue gas
outlet, or smoke breeching, located on the front
end of the boiler. Oil is the fuel commonly used
to fire the Scotch boiler. When desirable, though,
it can be fired by gas icr coal.

23. Anothef major advantage that the Scotch
boiler has over the water-tube boiler is that__ it
requires less space, and can be set up in a room
with a low ceiling. The fact that its' tubes are
all the same size saves time and trouble in making
tube replacements.

24. The Scotch boiler has a few disadvantages.
Its shell is from 6 to 8 feet in diameter and makes
a large amount of reinforcing necessary. The
fixed dimensions of its internal furnace create
come difficulty in cleaning%the surface of the
section located below the combustion chamber.
Another drawback is the limited capacity and
pressure of the Scotch boiler.

25: The setting of the Srptch marine boil
is self-supporting. The shell rests in two or more
cast-iron cradles, and the boiler pitches 1 to 2
inches toward the rear. The-setting includes a
blowdown pipe that is connected to the bottom
of the shell, which, in turn, is screwed into a pad
riveted to the shell. The' flow of gases in the
Scotch marine boiler is toward the rear of the com-
bustion chamber; then they return by 7LO/the
iubes to the front and go out into the smokebox
and stack breeching. The fusible plug of the
Scotch boiler is usually located in the crown
sheet. However, it is sometimes found in the

, upper back of the combustion chamber. The
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Figure 33. A Scotch marine boiler. ,
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fusible plug will be discussed in more detail later
in this. chapter.

26. Aids to cleaning and repairing the boiler
are provided through a manhole in the

(
top of the

boiler shell and a handhole in the water legs.
The manhole is an opening large ough for a
man to enter the boiler shell for inspection and
cleaning purposes. For the safety of the man
inside, always make sure that all valves are
secured, locked, and tagged, and that the man
in charge knows someone is in there. A man
must'also be stationed at the outside entrance to
aid and assist. The handhole is an opening large
enough to permit hand entry for cleaning, inspect-
ing, and repairing the headers and tubes.

27. Water-tube boilers. Steel boilers in which
the water circulates inside of boiler tubes located
in the path of the flue gases are water-tube.boilers.
These boilers avoid the use of large, flat, steam-
containing surfaces; they can be designed for use
at high pressures with safety. The boiler has the
further advantage of being easier to clean than
fire-tube boilers. Because they require much

1 masonry construction at the time of installation,
they are more expensive than the fire-tube boilers
and an seldom used, except the large sizes. Water-
tube boilers can be classified according to the
details of construction, size, arrangement of tubes,
method of circulation, and other special design
features.

28. All boilers having tubes 2 inches or more
in diameter are classified as large tube boilers.
Boilers having tubes less than 2 inches in diameter
are small tube boilers, and are commonly called
the express type. Practically all of the modern
stedg boilers are the express type. Water-tube
boilers are end-fired, side-fired, single- or doubre-
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uptake, air-encased, and are divided heating units..
The modern boilers, of the express type, employ
either natural or forced circulation to move the
boiler water. Natural circulation depends upon
the differences in density of the water caused by
the heat absorbed by the boiler tubes. The water
in a steam boiler depends upon external pumps
to provide forced circulation. These pumps pro-
vide a mechanical head which maintains on-
tinuous flow of water through the boiler cir
A schematic of a steam boiler of the forced-cirfla
tion type is shown in figure.34.

29. The types of tube arrangements used in
water-tube boilers are straight, bent, and coiled.
Modern boilers are usually of the bent-tube type.
In ,this course, howeVer, we will discuss only the
straight-tube and bent-tube arrangements. These
arlangements will be discussed separately in the
paragraphs that follow. To avoid confusion, you
should study carefully each illustration referred
to throughout the discussion.

30. The straight-tube arrangement of water-
tube boilers includes three types: sectional-header
cross-drum, box-header cross-drum, and box-
header longitudinal-drum.

31. The first type, shown in figure 35, is a
sectional-header cross-drum boiler that has vertical
headers. The headers are steel boxes into which
the tubes are connected. Feed water enters the
drum and passes down through the pipes (down-
comers) into the rear sectional-headers from
which the water tubes are supplied. As the water
is heated, some of it changes into steam and flows
tkrough the tubes to the front headers. The steam-
water mixture then returns to the steam drum
through the circulating tubes and is discharged in
front of the steam-drum baffle. This baffle helps to
separate the water from the steam. The steam is
released from the top of the drum through the dry
pipe. This pipe extends along the length of the
drum, and has holes or slots in the top half through
which the steam enters. This helps to prevent
water from being carried into the steam lines.

32. Headers are distinguishing features of the
sectional-header cross-drum boiler. They are
usually made of forged steel and are connected to
the drums by the tubes. The headers are con-
nected at right angles to the tubes, as shown in
figure 35. The tubes are rolled and flared into
each header. A handhole is located opposite both
ends of each tube .to facilitate inspecting and
cleaning. A mud drum is connected, by short
nipples, to the bottom of each rear header. Its
purpose is to collect sediment, which is removed
by blowing down the boiler. Baffles are usually
arranged so that the gases are directed across the
tubes at least three times before they are dis-
charged from the boiler below the drum.
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Figure 35. A typical sectional cross-header boiler.

33. The box-header cross-drum boiler is the
second type, and it is illustrated in figure 36. The
box-oheaders are shallow boxes made of two
metal plates: (1) a tube-sheet plate, which is
bent to form the sides of the box, and (2) a plate
containing the handholes, which is riveted to the
tube-sheet plate. The tubes enter at right angles
to the box-header and are expanded and flared
in the same manner as in the sectional-header
boiler. The boiler is usually built with the drum
located in front. This boiler has ,either cross or
longitudinal baffling that is arranged to divide the
boiler into three passes. Water enters the bottom
of the drum, flows through connecting tubes to
the box-header, moves through the tubes to the
rear box-header, and goes back to the drum.

34. The third type is the box-header longi-
tudinal-drum boiler, which has either a horizontal
or an inclined drum. Box-headeri are fastened
directly !o the drum when the drum is inclined.
If the dhim is horizontal, the front box-header
is connected to it at an angle greater than 900.
The rear box-header is connected to the drum
by tubes. Lonttidinal or cross baffles can be
used with either type.
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35. Boilers of the bent-tube type usually have
three drums, each the same in diameter but not
all set on the same level. The tubes are bent at

. the ends to enter the drums radially. A typical
bent-tube boiler is shown in figure 37. Water
enters the top rear drums, passes through the tubes
to the bottom drum, and then moves up through
the tubes to the top front drum. A mixture of
steam and water is discharged into this drum;
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HANDHOLES

BO%
HEADER

Figure 36. A cross-drum box-header boiler.



Figure 37. A typical bent-tube boiler.

the steam returns to the top rear drum through
the upper row of tubes while the water travels
through the tubes in the lower rows. The steam
is removed near the top of the rear drum by tubes
extending across the drum, and it enters a small
collecting header above the front drum.

36. Many, baffle arrangements are used with
bent-tube boilers. Usually, the baffles are installed
so that 70 to 80 percent of the heat will be
absorbed by the inclined tubes between the lower
and upper front drums.

37. Water-tube boilers offer a number of
worthwhile advantages. For mie thing, they
afford flexibility in starting up. They also have a
high productiv capacity, which ranges from
100,000 to 1,000,000 poundt of steam per hour.
In case of tube 'failure there is little danger of a
disastrous explosion of the water-tube boiler.
The furnace not only can carry a high overload,
but it can also be modified easily for firing by oil
or coal. Still another advantage is afforded by
the minimum of difficulty encountered in getting
to the sections inside the furnace for cleaning and
repairing.

38. There are several disadvantages that are
common to water-tube boilers. It should be
pointed out here that high consthiction costs are
involved, Which is one of the major drawbacks
to using water-tube boilers. The large assort-
ment of tubes required by this boiler and the
excessive weight per unit weight of steam gen-
erated are also other unfavorable factors.

39. Boiler Fittings and Accessories. Now that
you have a general idea of the overall basic struc-
ture of a boiler, several questions no doubt have
come to your mind. You are probably wondering
about the importance of certain boiler parts and
the operation or function of various devices, such
as controls, valves, tricocks, and the like. Your
interest, consequently, brings us to the topic of
fittings and accessories. A sufficient number of
essential accessories and fittings will be discussed
to provide you with a background for further
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study. As a reminder, and in case you should run
across some unit or device not covered in this
chapter, check the manuf...:turer's manual for
information on the details of its construction and
its method of operation.

40. The term "fittings" pertains to the various
controlling devices installed on the boiler. -Bear
in mind that the fittings are vitally important to
the economy of operation and safety of personnel
and equipment. A thorough knowledge of fittings
is necessary if you are to acquire skill in the
installation, operation, and servicing of steam
boilers.

41. Steam gag.. The steam gage is located
on top of the boiler, as illustrated in figure 38, and
is used to indicate the pressure of steam in the
boiler. It must be accurately calibrated and have
a loop of tubing called a thphon loop between the
boiler and gage. This prevents live steam from
coming in direct contact with the gage mechanism
and prevents damage to the gage. The steam gage
is installed so that it cannot be shut off from the
boiler except by a cock placed near the gage. This
cock has a tee or lever handle which is parallel
to the pipe in. which it is located when the cock
is open.

42. Provzsions should be made so that a test
gage can be installed to check the accuracy of the
regular gage while the boiler is in service. The
gage dial is usually iraduated to read approxi-
mately twice the pressure at which the safety valve
is set; it is never graduated to read less than i.
times this pressure. Most of the gages used by the
military on boilers are of the Bou r don type.

PRESSURE CONTROL

Test GAGE
FITTINO

SHUTOFF
COCK

SIPHON

SIDE VIEW
OF SIPHON

Figure 38, A typical steam gage installation.
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They contain %Bourdon tube which operates the don of .the siphon from affecting the level and
pointer. accuracy of the control.

43. Pressure control. Pressure controls are 45. The pressure contror can be mounted-
designed primarily for steam-heating systems, but either on a tee along with the pressure gage on
are also available for controlling air, liquids, or the pressure-gage tapping, as shown in figure 38,
gases that are not chemically injurious to the or it can be mounted on the low-water cutout
control. The purpose of the pressure control is to provided by some manufacturers. In either case,
control the pressure in the boiler, to secure the be sure that the pipe dope is not permitted to
fuel-burning equipment when the pressure reaches enter the control. Yon apply the dope to the
a predetermined cutout, and to start the fuel- male threads, leaving the first two threads bare.
burning equipment when the pressure drops to 46. Gage glass. Each boiler must have at least
the cut-in .point. There are two settings on the pne water-gage glass. If the operating pressure is
pressure control: the cut-in point and the differ- 400 psi or more, two gage glasses must be
ential. To find the cutout point you add the provided. This is required by the ASME code.
differential to the cut-in pressure. For example, The gage glass allows you to tell, by sight, the
if you were operating a boiler with a cut-in pres- water level in the boiler. Each gage glass must
sure of 90 pounds and a differential of 13 pounds, have a valved drain, and the gage glass and pipe
the cutout pressure should be 103 'pounds. When connections must not be less than 1/2-inch Pipe
excessive vibrations are encountered, you should size. The lowest visible part of the water gage
mount the pressure control remotely from the must be at least 2 inches above the lowest permis-
boiler on a solid mounting with a suitable piping sible water level. This level is defined as the aft
connection between them. Pressure controls that lowest level at which there is no danger of over-
are located remotely from the boiler must be heating any part of the boiler when in operation
installed at a slightly higher level than that shown at that level. Horizontal fire-tube boilers are set
in figure 39. The piping must be properly pitched to allow at l&st 3 inches of water Over the highest
to drain all condensation back into the boiler. A point of the tubes, flues, or crown sheet at the
siphon must be connected between the pressure lowest reading in thel gage glass.
control and the boiler. 47. Water-gage glasses, shown in figure 39,

44. When a mercury-type switch control is are used with boilers operating at low and medium
used, be sure that it is mounted level and that the pressures. Each consists of a strong glass tube
pigtail siphon has the loop extending in the direc- connected to the boiler or water coln by two
tion of the back of the control and at a 90° angle special fittings. These fittings somettnes have an
to the froilt. This prevents.expansion and contrac- automatic shutoff device, usually no ferrous ballsi'
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Figure 40. Water columns.
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which function when the water glass fal15. The
top ball does not completely shut off the flow,
'aria the bottom ball must rise vertically to the seat.
Both balls must be accessible for inspection, and
the removal and inspection of the bottom ball must
be made while the boiler is in service.

48. Unless two gage glasses are installed on
the same horizontal line, each boiler must have
three or more gages or tricocks located within the
visible length of the gage glass to prove the boiler
water level. The middle tricock is usually at the
mean water level of the boiler. The other two
are spaced equally above and below it; the actual
distance depends upon the size of the boiler.

49. Only two tricocks are required if the boiler
is not over 36 inches in diameter and the total of
the heating surfaces does not exceed 100 square
feet. Gage cocks are used to check the accuracy
of the gage glass, and as shutoffs when the gage
glass is broken. They are opened by means of a
handwheei, chainwheel, or lever, and are closed
by hand, by a weight, or by a spring.

50. Water column. A water column is a hol-
low, tast-ironc\malleable-iron, or steel vessel that
haitwo connections to the boiler, as illustrated
in figure 40. The main purpose of the water
column is to help prevent fluctuation of the water
level in the gage glass. The top connection enters
the steam space boiler through the top of
the shell, or head, d the water connection enters
the shell, or head, at least 6 inches below the
loWest permissible water level. The pipe used
to connect the water column to the boiler may
be brass, iron, or steel, depending on the pressure
requirement; it must be at least 1 inch in diameter.

51. Valves or cocks are used in these con-.
necting lines if their through-blow construction
prevents stoppage by deposits of sediment and if
the position of the arLezting mechanism indicates
whether they are open or closed. A valved drain
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or blowdown line (3/4-inch pipe size or larger)
is connected to the water column for the removal
of mud and sediment from the lines and the
column.

52. The Water columns illustrated in figure 40
are equipped with high-water and low-water
alarms, which sound a whistle to warn the oper-
ator. The whistle is operated by either of the two
floats or solid weights.

53. Safety valve. Safety valves are installed
to relieVe excessive pressures in the boiler. Their
construction, installation, and performance are
rigidly pres bed in ihe boiler ASME code. Each
boiler must have at least one safety valve. If the
boiler has more than 500 square feet of heajing
surface, there must be two or more safety valves
installed. No valve or stopcock will be installea'
between the boiler and the safety valve. The dis-
charge line is supported separately to prevent
any undue stress, on the valve. The capacity of
the safety valve mustdge sufficient to discharge all
of the steam generated by the boiler without
allowing the pressure to rise more than 6 percent
above the maximum working pressure. Safety
valves should be popped daily by hand to insure
that they are not sticking and that they operate
freely. They should also be opened periodically
by building up the steam pressure toihe relieving-
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Figure 41. A typical spring-loaded safety valve.
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point and causing them to open by steam pressure
to insure that they are opening at' the correct
pressure.

54. The spring-loaded safety valve is often
called a pop-off valve because of the characteristic.
sound it makes when it opens. The safety valve
is equipped with a lever for manual operation. A
typical spring-loaded safety valve is illustrated
in figure 41. The setting and adjustment of safety
valves is done only by authorized personnel. All
safety valves should be properly sealed to prevent
tampering with the adjustment.

55. Fusible plug. The fusible plug is designed
to give additional protection to the boiler against
low water. The plug is installed so that the largest
area of the core is exposed to the water for cooling.
The core of a fusible plug is made of tin, copper,
and lead. Fusible plugs are of two types: fire-
actuated and steam-actuated. A fusible plug
should be replaced every 12 months. If the core
of the plug is exposed to heat for longer periods
of time than this, it has a tendency to harden and
lessen or remove its value as a safety device. ToO
high a temperature would then be required to
melt the core in event of loss of water in the boiler.
When the core melts, steam escapes and warns
the qperator.

5 The fire-actuated fusible plug is generally
scr wed into the boiler shell about 2 inches above

top row of tubes or at the lowest perrnissible
afe water level. The boiler must be shut down

to replace the fusible plug.
57. The steam-actuated type of fusible plugg

is screwed into the end of a special tube that
extends down into the water to the lowest per-
missible "safe water level. When the water level
drops below the end of this tube, steam enters the
tube and melts the core. When the core melts,
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Figure 42. A typical boiler feed-water control.
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Figure 43. A typical blowdown system.

the steam rushes out of the tube and warns the
boiler operator. A stop valve is usually installed
in the tube between the plug and the boiler. This
is done so that the plug can be replaced without
takini4 the boiler out of service.

58. Feed-water control. The boiler feed-water
control unit, shown in figure 42, is provided to
maintain a fixed water level and thereby protect
the boiler from feed-water failure. This unit
consists basically of an inclosed float-actuated
valve, an electrical switch, or a combination of
both, mounted on the outside of the boiler near
the water-sight gage. The feed-water control unit
adds water to a boiler by opening a water valve
or operating a water pump. It eliminates a high-s,

water line by actuating an overflow valve. The
control provides for ringing a bell when the water
in the boiler becomes dangerously high or low.
The unit also stops the operation of a stoker, oil,
or gas b rner when the water line is low. You will
recall t at we discussed the operation of the feed-
water' control in chapter 2 of this memorandum

59 Blowdown system. All steam heating
syst Ins must have the provision to blow dovin
the oiler. The amount of blowdown, is indicated
b he results of the total dissolved test. The

j of blowing down the boiler is to remove,
ediment such as mud, scale, and other impurities

that are harmful to the boiler. Blowdown is also
used to remove excess water from the boiler. The
blowdown system is usually connected to the lower
tapping on the boiler and° coilsists of a slow-
opening valve, a quick-olkning valve, a flash
tank, and the necessary piping, as illustrated in
figure 43.

-60. When a boiler is blown down, the quick-
opening valve is opened first and the slow-opening
valve is opened second. The reason for dopig this
is to avoid undue stress on the boiler and the
blowdown piping. When sufficient blowdown time
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has elapsed, the slow-opening valve is closed first
and the quick-opening valve is closed last.

61. The blowdown water or steam should
never be piped directly into the atmosphere or
sewer because of the possibility of injuring people
and damaging the sewer connections. The correct
method of disposing of this hot water and steam
is by the use of a flash tank, sometimes called
a blowdown basin. (See fig. 44.) This tank is
usually buried underground to prevent freezing.
It is equipped with a bottom drain for emptying
the tank when cleaning is necessary. A manhole
is also provided for cleaning and ins ti g
purposes.

62. When the hot water from the boiler enters
the flash tank, part of the water flashes into steam
and is vented into the atmosphere. The water
that does not flash into steam, however, will raise
the water level in the tank and cause cold water
in the tank to overflow into the sewer.

63. Boiler Code Requirements. The ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, sponsored by
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
requires that all boilers carrying over 100-psi
working pressure (except traction or portable
boilers) have two blowdown valves on each
blowdown pipe. The arrangement may include
two slow-opening valves or one slow-opening valve
and a plugcock. Traction and portable boilers
must have one slow- or one quick-opening blow-
down valve. All types of boilers must have the
blowdown valves installed with extra-heavy steel
or malleable iron piping.

64. Boiler Identification Markings. Each
boiler is stamped with a National Board number,
manufacturer's name, steam working pressure,
amount of square feet of heating surface, and
the year it was built. For example,

NATIONAL BOARD
35678

KEWANEE
125 lbs
715 HS

1947
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65. Boilers are also stamped with the man-
ufacturer's stock number, boiler size, and the 1

dry weight of the boiler. For example,
08360
583

13770 lbs
A

66. Pipe Identification Markings. Boilerroom
piping is usually painted different colors to
identify the contents that flow through* them. It
is recoMmended that the heating operator acquaint
himself with the color code used in his particular
installation.

67. Installing Steam Boilers. The installation
of steam boilers is similar to the installation of
hot-water boilers. Gederal information for in-
stalling hot-water boilers is included in the chap-
ter covering hot-water heating. Specific instruc-
tions for installing steam boilers are furnished
by the manufacturer and the building 'Mans are
furnished by the Facilities Engineer.

68. Operating Steam Boilers. The specific in-
structions for operating a particular steam boiler
are usually furnished by the manufacturer. There
are some specific things, however, that a prospec-
tive operator should do when first taking over the
operation of a boilerplant. When you become a
new operator you should make a preoperation
inspection of the boilerplant to satisfy yourself
that the plant is in go operating order before
the other operator is re eyed..

69. During the pre peration inspection, you
should check the pertinent details of every unit.
You should be satisfied that they are in satisfactory
operating condition and that the operation of the
units is clear to you. Upon arriving at a boiler-.
plant, the first thing you should check is the water
level in the boiler. If you find that the water is
excessively low, you will have to quickly secure
the firing equipment. You will have to allow
the boiler to cool before you add water to the
boiler. To add the water before the boiler has
cooled creates the possibility of a serious explosion.
The step-by-step procedure for making a preoper-
ational inspection will, no doubt, be given to you
by your supervisor.

70. Maintaining Steam Boilers. The knowl-
edge requirements for maintaining steam boilers
are similar to those .for maintaining hot-water
boilers. General information for maintaining hot-
water boilers is included in the chapter pertaining
to hot-water heating. Specific information regard-
ing the maintenance of boilers will usually be
furnished by the manufacturer of the boiler. You
will also find the information and requirements
set forth in post regulations and standing oper-
ating procedures.

1



Steam Distribution

IN THE PREVIOUS chapters of this memoran-
dum you studied about types of steam boilers.

theilkonstruction, how they operate, and how to
maintain them. You were told about the water
used in boilers, how it is fed into a boiler, and how
the water istreated to minimize damage to a boiler.
Finally, you studied about how steam is generated.

2. At this point, however, you .ask yourself,
"What good is the steam without some means of
transporting it from the steamplant to the user?"
In answer to this question, you will find some
information in this chapter about steam distribu-
tion systems. A steam boiler is virtually useless for
heating without a good distribution system for
taking the steam to the areas to be heated. Let
us say that the term "distribution system," as used
in this chapter, refers to the network of piping
required to distribute steam from a boilrroom or
a boilerplant through the steam pipes to the equip-
ment using it.

.3 Steam distribution systems are grouped
under two classifications: exterior and interior.
The first discussions will pertain to types of
exterior distribution systems.

21. Exterior Steam Distribution Systems
1. The exterior distribution system is further

divided into underground and aboveground
systems.

2. Underground Systems. The Major under-
ground systems are the conduit and the utilidor
types of systems. These systems are normally
installed only in permanent heating installations
because of their high cost of installation.

3. Conduit type. In the conduit type of steam
distribution system, the pipe is installed inside a
conduit that is usually buried in the ground below
the frostline. The ftpstline is the lowest depth
that the ground' freezes during the coldest part
of the wintf....,% The pipe used for steam is black
steel pipe, which is not as strong as that required
for condensate return lines. The conduit and
insulation serve to protect and insulate the steam
pipe. One type of conduit is illustrated in figure
45. The conduit must he strong enough to with-

CHAPTER 4

stind the pressure of the earth and the usual
additional loads that are imposed upon it.

4. Several types of materials and various
designs are used in the manufacture of conduit.
Common types of conduit are constructed of
masonry cement, galvanized iron, and steel. The
conduit is usually sealed with asphaltic tar. or
some other type of sealer to prevent water from
getting into the insulation and deteriorating it.
Insulation may be attached directly to the pipe,
attached to the inner surface of the conduit, or
in loose form and packed between the pipe and
the conduit.

5. The bottom of the trench for the conduit
should be filled with coarse gravel or broken racli
to provide support and adequate water drainage.
When allowed to collect, the water seeps into the
conduit through porous openings in the sealer.
This wets the insulation and causes it to lose
Much of its insulating value. Manholes are re-
quired at intervals along the Iine to house the
necessary valves, traps, and expansion joints. A
typical manhole is illustfated in figure 46.

6. Utilidor type. The utilidors or tunnels of
the utilidor type of system are constructed of brick
or concrete. The size and shape of the utilidor
usually depends upon the number of distribution
pipes to be accommodated and the depth the
utilidor must go into the ground. Manholes,
sometimes doors, are installed to provide access
to the utilidor (tunnel). A typical utilidor is
shown in Agin 47. The utilidor is usually con-
structed so that the steam and condensate return
lines can be laid along one side of the tunnel on
pipe hangers or anchors. This is usually done
with the type of pipe hanger with rollers that
provides for the free movement required by the
expansion of the pipe that occurs. The other side
of the ufilidor should te a walkway that provides
easy access to lines when you are inspecting and
doing maintenance.

. 7 . Aboveground Systems. Aboveground steam
distribution systems are further divided into over-
head and surface systems. 5,
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Figure 45. One type of steam distribution conduit.

8. Overhead distribution systems. Overhead
distribution systems are often used in temporary
installations; howeAr, they are sometimes used
in permanent insMIlations. The main drawback to
this type of distribution,system is the high cdit of
maintaining it. These overhead systems are similar
in many respects to underground distribution
systems. They require valves, traps, provision for
pipe expansion, and instLlated pipes. The main
difference is that the steam distribution and con-
densate return piping are supported on pipe
hangers from poles, as illustrated in figure 48,
instead of being buried underground.

9. Surface. In some cases you will find that
steam and condensate lines are laid in ao conduit
along the surface of the ground. These systems,
however, are not as common as overhead artd
underground systems. Surface systems require
about the same components as the overhead and
the underground systemstraps, .valves, pipe
hangers to hold the pipes in place, and provision
for pipe expansion. Sometimes an expansion loop,
formed by a loop of pipe, is used instead of an
expansion joint to provide for pipe expansion.

10. Maintenance. The maintenance required
for exterior distribution systems normally consists
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Figure 46. A typical manhole.
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of inspecting, repairing, and replacing insulation,
traps, valves, pipe hangers, expansion joints,
conduit, utilidors, and aluminum or galvanized
metal coverings used on aboveground distribution
systems. The maintenance required on, conduit
and utilidors consists of keeping the materials of
which they are constructed from being damaged
and of insuring that water is kept out of the
tunnels and pipes. The maintenance ie9uired on
outside metal coiPerings is about the same \as that
for the conduit and utilidors. Information about
the-ifaintenance of traps, expansion joints, and
pipe hangers will be given later in this chapter
in discussions of system components. The use
of valves has already been covered in Chapter 3
of Memorandum 564.

METAL COVERING

INSULATION STEAMPIPE

CONDENSATE PIPE INSULATION

Figure 48. Steam and condensate lineitupported by
poles.
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the air valve parnits the venting of air from th9
radiators. Condensate is drained from the raaf-
ators through the semi pipe that supplies the
steam; they flow in the'opposite directions, how-
ever, w ich is a disadvantage. -ender certain con-
ditionsf the condensate is held in the radiators,
and cuses noisy operation and a fluctuating
water vel in the boiler. Wats,r hammer and slOw
heating are characteristic of this system when the
pipe sizing, pitch, and general design are
inadequate.

4. Installihg. Although -.all gravity, one-pipe,
air-vent systems are Mike in design, it is seldom
that two installations are alike in installation

model of equipment it is r mme ded at the
details. Since the de s r with the make and

th
manufacturer's installation pr ures be fol-
lowed. Also, you should follow the mechanical
blueprints for the particular installation. There
is some general informatio.n, however, that we
are going to give you, whjch applies to most heat-
ing systems of this type..

5. To prevew4ter hammer and re-evapora-
,

tion pf the water, all condensate should be propgrly
drained from the lines. The necessary internal

.,,drainage can be obtained byh sloping the lines
down, in the directiOn of ciondensate flow, at

4,least 1/4-inch for every 10 feet of pipe The
, radiators must also be tilted so that the condensate

will flow out of thern ine same pipe through
9d which the steam is ent

22. Internal Steam Distribution Systems
1. Internal steam distribution systems may be

classified according ti Q pipe arrangement, acces-
sories used, method of returning condensate to
the boiler, method of expelling air from the
system, or the type of control employed. The
interior steam systems, that are discussed -.in
this chapter are classified according to pipe
arrangement.

2. Steam may be fed to interior steam distri-
bution systems from a boiler in.the same building
or from Ahe exterior distribution system of a central
plant.

3. Gravity, One-Pipe, Air-Vent System. The
.gravity, one-pipe, air-vent system, shown in figure
49, is ond of the oldest types of internal distri-
bution systems. Its capacity is usually ample, and
its installation cost is low. Because the condensate
is returned to the boiler by gravity, this system is
usually confined 'to one building and is seldom
used as a central plarit distribution syStem. The
steam is supplied by the boiler and is carried by
a. single system 'of piping to the radiators. The
return pf condensate depends upon the hydrostatic

hdltfpre, the end ,of the steam °main,
where di main is drained to the wet return, should
be high endugh above the waterline to provide
the required hydrostatic head above the entrance
to the boiler. .The radiators in the system are
equipped °with an inlet valve and an air valve.
The inlet v.alve is the radiator shutoff valve, while
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Figure 50. A two-pipe vapor system-with a ieturn trap.

6. Air vents are installed in the steam lines
and radators to eliminate any air in the systemP
Air in the system tends to block the flow of steam,
and it consequently acts as an insulator and pre-
vents the emission of heat from the heating sur-
face. Therefore, the air must be quickly and
effectively vented from the heating equipniEnt and
steam lines to get quick and even heating from
the steam-heating system. Most steam distribution
systems areXotv fitted with automatic vents which
will permit the air to pass but vrhich block the
passage of steam. Figure 49 shows air venti jpri
the radiator and the distribution system

7 Operation. The operating instructions for
gravity, one-pipe, air-vent systems will vary from
one -installation to another. The manufacturer
of the equipment usually furnishes the specific
operating instructions for his equipment.

8: Generally speaking, you will find that most
steam systems have a main steam stop valve
located on the top of the boiler. The purpOse of
this valve is to hold the steam in the boiler until
you are ready to let it out. When you are ready
to turn the steam into the distribution system,
you should only. crack (open it very little) the
valve. The reason. for doing' this is to allow the
system to warm up slowly and avoid any thermal
shock to the lines and fittings. After the system
h. armed upr-the mdin steam stop valve should

,.4pened slowly. While.opening the valve, you
odd check often to insure that the proper water

level is maintained in the boiler..

\
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9. You will also note that the radiator yalves
in one-pipe steam distribution systems shotild be
either completely open or completely Closed.
Partial opening of the valve will interfere with
the proper drainage of water from the radiator.

10. Maintaining. In this portion of the text
we are discussing some of the common problems
you are most likely,T encounter in the field when
maintaining a gravity one-pipe distribution system.
The most probable causes of these problems and
the remedies for them art considered.

11. When a radiator 'fails to hear or water
hammer occurs, there are several probable causes.
One is the failure of the air vents to function,
thereby causing the radiator to become hirbound.
A second cause is that the radiator valves are not
completely open. Another tause is thaththe radi-
ators and lines are not correctly pitched. To
remedy these causes of 'heat failure, you should
inspect the operation of the air vents and the
positions of the radiator valves to make 'sure they
are open. You should then check and correct, if
necessary, the pitch of the radiators and lines
when the other checks do not correct the trouble.

,12. A fluctuating water line in the boiler can
be caused by an excessive pressure drop in the
supply lines, which, in turn, is usually caused by
partial .stoppage in the pipes. This, of course,

.ccan only be remedied by removing the cause of
the stoppage. Uneven heat distribution is another
trouble that you may encounter. This can be
caused either by ,inoperative radiator vents,



improperly vented steam mains, or incorrectly
pitched mains. To eliminate this uneven heat
distribution, you should check and clean the air
vents at the radiator and those in the steam mains.
Then, you should check and correct, as required,
the pitch of ttie steam lines, if the other remedies
have not corrected the trouble.

13. Two-Pipe Vapor System with a Return
Trap. The two-pipe vapor system with an alter-
nating return trap, illustrated in figure 50, is an
improvement over the one-pipe system. The
return from the radiator has a thermostatic trap
which permits the flow of condensate and air from
the radiator. It also prevents steam from leaving
the radiator. Because the return mains are at
atmospheric pressure, or less, °a mechanical
return trap is installed in the system to equalize
the condensate return pressure with the boiler
pressure. The meChanical return trap is' primarily
a double-valve float mechanism, which permits
equalization of the boiler pressure and the pressure
within the return trap.

14. Instalttng. Vapor-steam systems with re-
turn traps are similar in design. However, it is
seldom that two installations are alike in installa-
don details. Since the details differ with the
type of heating equipment, it is recommended
that the manufacturer's installation instructions be
followed.

15. However, the mechanical return trap
should be installed on a vertical pipe in the return
system that is adjacent to the boiler. The top of
the trap should be level with, or below, the bottom,
of the dry return main. The bottom of the traP
should be approximately 18 inches above the
boiler water line to provide a sufficient hydro-
static head to overcome, friction in the return
piping to the boiler.

16. Operating. The two-pipe vapor system
with a return trap alternately fills and dumps. It
returns condensate to the boiler by a mechanical
alternating-return trap instead of by gravity. The
alternating-return trap consists of a vessel with a
float which, by linkage, controls two valves sim
taneously so that one is closed when the othé
is open. One valve- opens to the atmosphere; the
other is connected to the steam header. The
bottom of the vessel is connected to the wet
return.

17. In operation, when the float is down, the
valve connected to the steam, header is closed and
the other is open. As the condensate returns, it
goes through the first check valve and rises into
the return trap, which is normally located 18
inches above the boiler water line. The float starts
to rise, when the water reaches a certain level in
tge trap, the air vent closes, and th steam valve
opens. This action equalizes the tra and boiler
pressures and permits the water to flo by'gravity

A

from the trap, move through the boiler check
valve, and go into the boiler. The float then
returns the trap to its normal vented condition,
ready for the next flow of returning vcater.

18. Maintaining. The problems you will en-
counter in maintaining the two-pipe vapor system
with a return trap will differ with each system.
Although we do not discuss all of the problems
you will encounter in the field, we will discuss
some of the common troubles. For specific
instructions you should refer to the manufacturer's
rrlanual or pamphlet pertinent to each piece of
equipment.

19. When a radiator fails to heat, the condition
can be caused by the air vent being plugged, or
the radiator being waterlogged because or- a
plugged or defective trap. In case there is a
plugged air vent, all you need to do is clean it.
When there is a waterlogged radiator, the trap
should be checked to determine if it is plugged;
also you should check to see if the bellows is
serviceable. If the trap is plugged, then cleaning
it should solve your problem. However, if the
trap is damaged, the damaged part, or the whole
trap, will have to be replaced.

20. When-the entire steam distribution system
fails, the trouble can be caused by inoperative
return traps or inoperative check valves. The
return traps and the check valves should be
cleaned and inspected; and; if necessary, the
defective parts or the whole unit should be
replaced.

21. Two-Pipe Vapor System with a Conden-
sate Pump. The two-pipe vapor system with a
condensate pump, such as that shown in figure
51, is similar to the two-pipe vapor system with
the return trap, except that the condensate is
returned to the boiler by a power-driven centrif-
ugal pump, instead of by a return trap. This
system includes a separate main, a radiator feed 'tt
the top, and a return system with themostatically
trapped outlets located at the bottom of the
radiators opposite to the feed end. The return
main terminates at the receiver of the condensate
pumP, where all of the air in the system is dis-
charged to a vent on the receiver. With the use
of a condensate pump, all of the returns to the
ump are kept dry, and the radiators can be

1:,..teirl below the boiler water line. This is not
pos-ble with the steam distribution systems Pre-
vious described. The radiators should, however,
be ingtalled above the return main to permit
gravity flow of the condensate from the radiator,
and the return main should pitch downward to
the pump receiver.

2. Installing. Two-pipe vapor systems with
condensate pum0 are basically alike in design.
However, it is very seldom that two installations
are alike in their inst.atlätibn details. It is neces-
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Figure .51. A two-pipe vapor system with a condensate pump.

sary, therefore, to install each system in ac-
cordance with the mechanical blueprints furnished
by .the civil engineer and the instructions of the
manufacturer of the equipment.

23. Operating. The two-pipe vapor steam
distribution system can be operated at the pressure
limit of the steamplant boiler, provided the con-
densate pump is designed for sufficient discharge
head necessary to overcome discharge pipe fric-
tion loss, boiler pressure, and the hydrostatic head
betoeen the pump outlet and the waterline of the
boiler. The ends of the steam mains are drained
and vented into the dry return main througli a
combination float and thermostatic trap.

24. The two-pipe system with a condensate
pump is adapted to relatively large installations
and is probably the most practical and trouble-
free System. Most vapor systems differ. some-
what with each installation. For specific instruc-
tions as to ,the correct operating procedures, you
should refer to the job proficiency guide for your
base and to the manufacturer's instnjons for the
specific-type of equipment installed.

25. Maintaining. Most of the two-pipe vapor
steam distribution systems will differ from one
system installation to another. Therefore, you
will encounter different maintenance problems
with each system. In this chaptee we will menlion
some of the common trouliles. It is 'not feasible
to try to cover all of the problems. you might have
with different systems of, this type.
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'26. When you find that the individual radiator
fails to heat, the troublelan be daused either by
an inoperative steam t p or the radiator is not
installed correctly. These troubles are eliminated
by repairing or replacing the steam trap or cor-
recting the improper installation of the radiator.

27. When it is the whole distribution system
that fails to heat, the trouble'can be caused by
clogged or closed receiver vents, a flooded return
line, the lack of pump capacity, or air binding
the system. These troubles can be remedied by
opening the vents, checking and adjusting the
pump cut-in, replacing the pump, or repairing
inoperative return traps.

28. One common trouble which occurs in this
type of distribution system is the ovefflow of
water from the receiver vent. This condition is
usually caused by an inoperative pump. The
pump may be causing the flooding.because of its
inadequate capacity or because it is unable to
handle.the volume of condensate required. This
condition can be' corrected by either repairing
or replacing the pump.

29. Another cause of overflow of water
from the receiver vents is an obstruction in the
line between the condensate receiver and the boiler.
This trouPle can be remedied by eliminating the
ollstruction, regardlesi of whether it is a closed.
valve or a clogged line.

30. Two-Pipe Vapor System 'with a Vacuum
Pump and a Condensa.te Return. The two-pipe
vapor distribution system with a vacuum ppmp
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and a coddensate *rArn, shown in figure 52, is
similar to the tip-pipe vapor system with a
condensate pump. The piping in this system
inchides separate steam. and return mains.

31. Installing. Most vapor distribution sys-
tems with vacuum pumps and, condensate returns
are similar. However, it is seldom that two steam
distribution installations ars alike in installation
details. When installing vapor-heating distribu-
tion systems, it is advisable to refer to the
manufacturer's recommendations, post engineer
mechanical drawings, and. specifications for the
proper installation procedures.

32. Operating. When operating this type 'ot
distribution system, the steam is supplied, at 'the
top of the radiator, and the air and condensate
discharged through a thermostatic tfap from the
bottom of the opposite end of the radiator. Afl

returns are dry and terminate at the vacuum
pump. The vacuum pump is usually a motor-
driven unit, although low-pressure steam turbines
have been successfully used* to a limited extent.
The vacuum pump returns the condensate to the
boiler and inaintains the vacuum, or Subatmos-
pheric pressure in the return system. The main-
tenance of a vacuum in the return system (3 to
10 inches of 'witer) enabtes almost instantaneous
filling of the heating units at low steam pressure
(0 to 2 psi), since air removal is not dependent
Upon steam pressure,

33. lhe vacuum pump withdraws the air and
water from the iystem, separatei the air from the
water, expels the air to the atmosphere, and

o pumps the water to the boiler, feed-water heateiv
or turge tank. Usually, the vacuum pump is
supplied ,I.Vith a float switcb as well as a vacuum

*ATER FEN)

VALVE TRAP

switch, and it can bet, operated as a condensate

pump unit. The float 'switch should be used only
when .the vacuum switch is defective, and then
only until the,defects can be repaired or corrected.

34. This system can be used in all types cf
buildings, and it is of particular advantage for
the satisfactory operation of indirect radiation
units, heating coils, and ventilating units, and for
other units which require close autdmatic control.
Indirect radiation is a term applied to wao-air
heating systems that receive their heat from steam
supplied to their heat exchanger coils.

35. Maintait, When considering the sub-
ject of maintenance on a two-pipe vapor distribu-
tion system having a vacuum pump, you will find
that most of the troubles which have previously
been discussed also apply to this system. In ,this
distribution system, however, ieepiiig air from
lealdng into the system is more of a problem
than in the other distribution systems. Excessive
air leakage often causes the pump to run ill the
time, or the leakage can cause the system to fail

to heat- altogether. To eliminate air leakage, you
rnust.find the point where the air is leaking in and
repair it so that no air can gerinto,the system:
Rusty spots and water slvpage uSually indicate the
points at . -icw h air is leaking into the system

Aft

23. Steam istribution System Comp WA

1. In previous sections of this chap you
read about various components as you aied
the various distribution systeMs. The components
were only mentioned, however, and not explained
in detail. Thereforee in this section we are
going to discuss these several components from

FLOAT'
tHERMOSTATIC

TRAP

CHECK VALVE

o-pipe vaikr syst7 with a vacuum pump.
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Figure 53. A typical ccutt.lrph radiator,

the standpoints of p , operation, and
m aintenance.

2. Radiators. Steam radiators are ,normally
classified into two categories. One is the fin-tube
radiator which consists of a metal tube that has
mejj1n-attachd on the outside to increase its
total fing surface. The fin-tube radiator gen-
erally has a valve at one end and a trap at the
other end. This radiator has been used more
extensively in the past 15 years. It is readily
adaptable to areas where foot space is limited,
since the radiator is normally mounted on. the
walls. The second category is the cast-iron radi-
ator which is mabe in sections. A typical cast-iron
radiator is illusirated in figure 53.- These cast-
iron radiators are similar to those used in hot-
water heating systems.

3. The cast-iron radiator is generally used in
the one-pipe distribution system. In this system,
there is only one distribution pipe connected to

Qthe radiator. This pipe delivers steam to the
radiators, and it also returns water from the con-
densed steam to the boiler. For this reason, the
radiators must be tilted slightly toward the distri-
bution pipe.

4. The radiators in a two-pipe steam distrif
bution system are connected to the boiler by means
of a distribution pipe as well as by a condensate
return pipe. Since the, steam and condensate in
this system flow in separate pipes, the pipes are
smailer than those required for the same sAze
radiator'in a one-pipe system. The radiator ouselet
is usually equipped with a steam trap as shown
in figure 53, which prevents geam eaving
the radiator udtil ,it condenses itikto water. .

5. Radiator Air Vents. There are two types o
radiator air vents:.automatic and manually oper-
ated. A typical automatic air vent is shown in
figure 54. Air vents are iristallecito i-emove aii
from The radiators. This must be gprie because air
will keep the radiator from heatiTg properly.

6. The type of air vent shown in figure 54
consists of a hermetically sealed bellows, a valve
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disc and seal, and a vent ody. The bellows
contains a volatile liquid - v eh has a boiling
point that is 10 degrees liwer than that of water.
So, when this liquid is head-cl to a temperature that
is 100 below the stea and water temperature,
the liquid volatilizes, expands, and closes the
valve. When air surr ds the bellows, the air
is cooler than the steam. This causes the bellows
to contract, open the valve, and allow the air to
escape. This cycle then starts over again.

7. The type that is operated manually is
usually nothing more than a small valve that has
a slotted screw incorporated in the stem and a little
spout on one side for the disCharged air. These
manual vents are normally instlled in the same
place in the distribution system as automatic
vents.

8. Steam Trap-s. Steam traps are designed to
retain the steam in a radiator, or other using
device, until it changes into condensate. After
the steam has turned into condensate, the trap
releases the water so that it can enter the return
lines. However., it keeps any of the steam coming
into the radiator from escaping. The trap performs
an important function, since the excessive accum-
tilation of water will prevent the proper heating
of the radiator or other steam equipment. Also,
steam that is permitted to blow through a defec-
tive trap results in heat loss.

9. Traps are generally classified according to
their operation. The most common types of traps
are float, bucket thermostatic, float thermostatic,
impulse, thermodynamic, throttling, and bime-
tallic-element.

10. Float trap. The float traps normally
consist of a body, float, linkage, seat, and valve.

INLET

OUTLET

Figure 54. :I typical automatic air vent,

0

f
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A typical float trap is shown id figure 55. As water
enters the trap, the float rises, opens the valve,
and allows the accumulation of water to flow into
the return lines that take it td the boiler. When
theowater has run out, the float falls, closes the
valve, and traps the steam.

11: The maintenance to be done on a float
ttap is of a simple nature. One of the most corn-
kon difficulties is that o ' he float getting waterf
in it and not rising. In thi case the float must be-
replaced. Then, valve sometimes gets plugged
or worn and has to be cleaned or replaced.

12. Bucket trap. There are two types of
bucket traps, the upright and the inverifd. An
examplebf the inverted bucket trap is illustrated
in figure 56. -

13. buring operation of the upright bucket
trap, the steam and water both enter the trap
body. As the water enters, it causes the bucket
to float and the valve to "close. The water
continues to rise; it overflows into the bucket,
which sinks. When the bucket sinks, the trap
valve is opened and the steam pressure forces
the water out. When all of the water is expelled
from the bucket, the bucket again floats, the valve
closes, and. the cycle has started again.

14. During the operation of the inverted
bucket trap, the steam and water both enter
under the bucket. The steam makes the bucket
buoyant, causes it to rise, and closes the valve.

en the steam condenses, the bucket dräps,
o ens the valve, and the steam blows the water
o t of the trap.

15. Maintenance on bucket traps consists
m inly of cleaning and inspecting them period-7
icarly. If the trap begins to leak steam, it be-
comes necessary to rep116e the valve dice and
seat. However, if the bucket fails to open the
valve, the trap usually becomes waterlogged.
When a valve disc or seat becomes damaged,
the trap will allow steam to leak through. The
condensate retUrn line will be excessively hot
when the trap is leaking steam. Bucket traps
contain some water at all times. Therefore, they

,a
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Figure 55. A tvpical float trap.
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Figure 56. An inverted buckel trap.

must be drained.if the system is to be off during
freezing weather. 6

16. Thermostatic trap. The thermostatic trap
is often used on radiators and is commonly known
as a radiator trap. ç has a bellows that contains
volatile fluid which expands and vaporizes when
heated. Pressure builds up inside the belloWs,/
causes it to lengthen, and thereby closes the valve. 1

A typkal thermostatic trap is shown in figure 57,
17. When water collects around and cools the

bellows, the bellows contracts. This opens the
valve and permits water to escape. As the water
goes out, .the steam that enters comes in contact
with the bellows and causes it, to expand, close the
valve, atid prevent the steam from escaping.

18. The most common trouble affecting the
thermostatic trap is that of the bellows getting
holes in it. This causes it to become inoperative,
and consequentlyjt must be replaced. The bel-
lows and lower valve seat can be removed fen-
repair without disconnecting any of the piping.

19. Float thermostatic trap. The float therrno-
static trap operates on the .principle of the float
trap and the thermosVOrap. Practically the
same maintenance is iiequired. A typical example
of the float thermostatic trap is shown in figure 58.
The thermostatic bellows acts as an air eliminator.

20. Impulse trap. The operation of the im-
pulse trap is based on the principle which holds
tkat a ortion of hot water, undei- pressure, will
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Figure 57. A typical thermostatic trap.
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flash into steam when its çfressure is reduced.
The trap is operated by a moving valve that is
impelled by changes of pressure in a control
chamber. The valve has tiny orifices drilled
through its center which allow the continuouS
bypassing of condensate from the inlet of the
trap to the control chamber. This bypassing
reduces the chamber\ pressure below the inlet
pressure; so th&valve opens and allows free dis-
charge of the condensate. The temperature ,of the
remaining condensate rises and flashes back to
steam. The jflow through the valve orifice is

-choked, arrd ipressure buiicup in the control
chamber, ilosing the varCe.

Ti.$ERP.1 STATIC
BELL WS

Figure 58. An example

VALVE. OUTLET

of a float theemostatic trap.

21. About 5 percent of the rated capacity of
the trap flows through the valve orifice. The pres-
sure on the discharge side of the trap should not
be over 25 percent of the inlet pressure if the
trap is to function properly. Very little mainte-
nance, except some periodic cleaning, is required
for the impulse trap. The trap may be disas-
sembled for cleaning or repair without disturbing
any of the piping.

22. Thermodynamic trap. A typical thermo-
dynamic trap is illustrated in figure 59. The
thermodynamic trap contains only one moving
parta disc. This disc is operated by changes in
steam pressure. Pressure under the disc raises
it to allow the condensate to be discharged. Drop-
lets of condensate form on top of the disc. Then
steam enters at high velocity and creates a low
pressure under the disc; the droplets of water
above the disc then flash into steam and create
a high pressure above the disc. (You recall that
water expands to as much as 1728 times its
volume when it changes to steam.) This high
pressure against thctop of the disc overcomes
the ftwer pressure orthe incoming steam, so the
trap closes. As more .condensate colle ts in the
trap, the steam above the disc conde d's and
relieves the high pressure and the cycle is r peated.

23. The most common trouble is tha the trap
becomes plugged and has to be disassembled and
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cleaned. The thermodynamic trap can be cleaned
.or repaired without disturbing any of the piping.
Very little other maintenance is required for this

trap because of its simple construction. Too, the
trap is usually constructed of stainless steel.

24. Throttling trap. The operation of the
throttling trap is based on the principle that the
flow of water through an orifice decreases as its

temperature approaches that of the steam used.
The rate of flow of the condensate may be adjusted
by raising or lowering a stem (needle valve) that
fits into a tapered seat. This throttling trap has

no moving parts.
25. Condensate that is slightly cooler than

steam enters the trap, travels up through a baffle
arrangement, and is discharged through an orifice.
If the condensate discharge rate is-higher than the
inlet rate, the water (condensate) level in the
chamber drops. This allows steam to enter the

baffle passage and heat the conden Ite. The
amount of water flashing into steam nicreases;
so the volume of steam-water mixture handled by
the orifice increases and thereby reduces the
capacity of the orifice. The reduced flow through
the orifice permits the level of condensate in the
chamber to rise until the heater water in the baffle

passage has been completely discharged and re-
placed with water that is slightly cooler. Then the
cycle is repeated. Air is vented from this trap
through the same passage as the condensate.

26. The throttling trap can be replaced without
disturbing an7 of the piping.

27. Bintetallic-element trap. The bimetallic-
element trap contains bimetallic elements that
bend when heated. The metals contained in the
bimetallic strip generally are invar and copper.
The copper expands very rapidly when heated,
but invir expands very little. Therefore, the bi-
metallic strip bends when it is heated. This trap
may be used fOr higher or lqwer steam pressure
by incredsing or decreasing the, number of bime-
tallic leaves in the trap.
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Figure 61. The storage-type hot-water heater.

28. This trap works basically3the same as the
thermostatic trap. When steam enters the trap,
the element is heateil and bends, thus closing the
valve. As steam condenses, the elements cool and
straighten ouL This allows the valve to open and
let the condensate escape. The bimetallic trap
can be repaired wiihout disturbing any of the
pipMg.

29. Unit Heater. Unit steam heaters are con-,
vection heaters in whicli the air N circulated by
means of a fan. The unit heater is similar to an
automobile radiator. It is inclbsed in a sheet

. metal case with the fan mounted at the rear. A

typical unit heater is illustrated in figure 60. The
steam enters the unit at the hip, and the heat is
transferred to the fins of the heater. The fan
blows the air over the fins and out into the space
to be heated. When the steam condenses, the
stearn trap, usually a float thermostatic type, allows
the condensate to drain into the condensate return
line. A strainer is installed just ahead of the' trap.
to help keep foreign matter out of the trap.

30. Unit heaters are usually suspended from
the ceilings of shops, offices, dining halls, and
warehouses. This type of installation saves on

floor space, provides for rapid heating, and gives
wide distribution of heat.

31. Unit heaters should be taken down
periodically and cleaned, because dust and lint
collect between the fins and reduce the flow of air.

32. Hot-Water Heaters: Steam &led hot-
water heaters are used to supply hot water for
laundries, dining halls, latrines, cl other facilities.
There are two general types of these heaters,
storage and instantaneous.

33. Storage type. The storage-type of hot-
water heater is used to provide potable (drink-

, able) water that can be taken internally. The
steam-operated storage-type of hot-water -heater
consists of a steel tank that contains a steam-
heating coil like that shown in figure 61. The hot-
water tank is connectd to the base water supply
system and remains full of water at all times. /

34. The steam is ciiculated through the heat-
ing coil or "bundle,0 as it is sometimes called. The
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brgure 62 The. instantaneous-type hot-water heater.

heat from the steam is transferred through the
walls of the coil to the water in the tank. Because
of the difference in weighk between hot and cold
water, the hot water rises and the cold water
goes to the bottom of the tank where the steam
heating coil is located. Here the water is heated
and begins to cirCulate. Eventually, all of the
water in the tank becomes heated. When hot
water is drawn, more cold water enters the tank
and this heating process -repeats 'itself. This
action maintains a full tank of hot water for
Jase whenever hot water is needed. The hot
water should not exceed 180° F. The storage
type of hot-water heater may be constructed to
be installed in either the horizontal or the vertiqal
position.

35. Tappings are usually provided in the t
for a thermometer, a thermostatic element f r a
temperature-regulating valve (which will be dis-
cussed later in this chapter), and a safety valve.
The tube coil should be inspected annually to make
sure that steam is not leaking into the water. The
chemicals that t re sometimes used in the steam
may make the people who use the water sick if
they take it internally..

36. Instantaneous type. Instantaneous heaters
are used primarily as boiler feed-water heaters;
however, they are sometimes used loo provide

tipotable (drinking) water at some i r tallations.
The operation of the instantaneous-typ eater is
basically the same as the storage-type ,heater;
their construction, however, is quite different.
The diameter of the instantaneous heater is small
in comparison to the storage-type heater. The
outer shell of the instantaneous heater barely
covers the tube coil, as you an see in figure 62..
In some makes the water is circulated through the
coil, and the steam is Tlleased in the shell and
surrounds the coil. The', water temperature. for
both types of heaters 'is Ontrolled by a tempera-
ture-regulating valve. '

37. Temperature Regulator. The temperature
regulator is used to regulate the quantity of steam
necesSary to maintain the hot water at the desired
temperature. The unit consists of a temperature
bulb. copper line, diaphragm, spring and tempera-
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ture adjustment, and steam valve. A typical
temperature-regulating valve is shown in figure 63

38. The bulb and copper tube are called the
capsule and capillary tube. They contain a gas
which expandS or contracts with a change in
temperature. The capillary tube is connect-0 to
the top of the temperature fegulator, whichi,corN
tains a diaphragm (bellows). The diaphragm
(bellows) is connected to the valve stem. A ,

spring holds the valve open at low temperatures.
When the temperature rises in the water tank,
the gas in the temperature bulb expands and
forces the diaphragm down, closing the steam
valve. The water temperature can be controlled
by adjusting the tension of the spring. A steam
trap in the steam-heating system returns the con-
densed steam to the condensate tank.

39. The hot-water tank acces'sories consist of
a temperature gage that has a range of 40° F:
to 240P F.5 and a safety valve or pressure reliei
valve. The relief valve is set at a pressure that
is 10 pounds higher than the operating pressure,
and both the setting and the valve must comply
with current ASME code specificatiorts.

40. Cendensation Return Pumps,. Condensa-
tion return pumps, cause the water which' has
condensed from the steam in radiators, heating
coils, convectors, and unit heaters to circulate
back to the boiler. One type of condensation
return pump is i11ustrat0 in figure 64. Units of
this type normally consist of a receiver or conden-
sate tank and a pump independently controlled by
float switches. A check valve and a vent on the
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Figure 63. A typical temperature.regulating valve.
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receiver allow the receiver to fill and empty as the
need arises.

41. Condensate return pumps are maintained
prescribed by the manufacturer of the unit.

Usually, the motok should be oiled, the check
valves and vents cleaned, the coat switches ad-
justed, the pump repacked, and the tank cleaned
at least once each year,

42. Expansion Joints. Expansion joints and
expansion loops in long heating lines are con-
venient devices for handling the pipe elongation
cau4sed by expansion.

3. Types of expansion joints. There are five
major types Of expansion joints which we are
going to discuss at this point: slip joint, bellows
joint, swing joint, expansion loop, and ball joint.

44. The slip joint is iHustrated in figure 65.
The female part of the joint is placed over, the
male part, and the joint is held tight by the packing
which permits expansion. The kind of packing
used determines the temperature to which the joint
can be subjected.

45. The bellows joint, illustrated in figure 66,
has a metal bellows which flexes as expansion
occurs. The joint consists of a thin-walled, cor-
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Figure 64. A typical condensate return pump.

SLIP JOINT

Figure 65. A typical slip-type expansion joint.

rugated copper or stainless steel tube clamped
between flanges. Rings helP to keep the cor-
rugations under relatively high pressure. The
steam pipe and joint should be supported and
guided to keep misalignment to a minimum.

46. Th swing or swivel joint is most often

used tyrlow expafision to occur naturally in a
syste tlfat has screwed jointsot When it is use6i

with welded elbows, the swing joint introduces
torsional strains in the elbows and in the swing

piece.
47. The expansion loop absorbs expansion

through the formation of U or Z- loops in the
pipeline.

48. The ball joint is often used instead of the
expansion loop, because it requires less space and
material. A ball joinf consists of four basic parts.
The joint has a casing or body to hold the gaskets
and a ball. The ball is a hollow fitting that is
shaped externally like a ball at one end (inside
the casing) and is threaded, flanged, or adapted

0 for welding to the pipe at the other end. There
are two gaskets which hold the ball and provide
the seal.. There is also a retaining nut or flange
that holds the ball and gaskets in the casing. The

.' end of one of the two pipes being coupled is con-
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nected to the joint casing; the end of the other
pipe is connected to the ball. In operation, the
oall joint accommodates the movements of the
pipes by providing a flexible articulation (300 to
40' of total angular flexation plus 3600 of rota-
tion or swivel motion).

49. Maintenance of expansion joints. The slip-
type joint must be kept properly aligned, ade-
quately packed. within the proper limit of travel,
and thoroughly cleaned and lubricated. You
adjust or replace the packing, as required, to
prevent leaks and assure a freeworking joint.
It is necessary to lubricate every 6 months. using
the Koper grease for this type of joint and the
servke conditions. Once a year, you check the
flange-to-flange distance of the slip joints. You
check the flanges fir0 when they are cold and
next when they are hot. Thin measuring is done
to make sure that the travel is within the limits
shown in the manufacturer's data. A change in
slip travel usually indicates a shift in anchorage
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of a pipe guide, so you must locate and correct
'the difficulty. You also inspect annually for signs
of erosion, corrosion, wear, deposits, and binding.
Then you repair or .replace the defective parts as
required.

50. The bellows-type joint is checked annually
for misalignment, metal fatigue, corrosion, and
erosion. You 9hould note the amount of traVel
between cold and hot conditions...If the joint
fails, you replace the bellows section of the joint.

51. Expansion loops require very little specific
maintenance except inspection for alignment and
leaks.

52. The ball joint must be kept adequately
packed. You adjust or replace the gaskets, as
required, to correct leaks and obtain a free-
working joint. You should always refer to the
manufacturer's instructions for doing mainte-
nance work.

53. The swing joint requires only the normal
maintenance required for pipe fittings.


